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The HIVI AIDS pandemic has introduced significant challenges to health care 
professionals, specifically the appropriate means of supporting those living with the 
virus. Little research, however, has critically investigated the difficulties involved in 
the creation of community interventions in this area. In addition, few men's only 
HIV/AIDS support groups exist and a relatively modest amount of literature 
surrounds the subject. This thesis, aims to investigate the struggles and tensions 
involved in the formation of men's only HIV I AIDS support groups. Three 
knowledgeable practitioners in the field were interviewed, using semi-structured 
interview schedules, regarding their experience and knowledge of the complexities 
faced by those forming a support group of this nature. Supplementary data was also 
drawn from the authors attempt's to start a support group for men living with 
HIVI AIDS, based on the principles of Participatory Action Research. The data was 
examined using thematic analysis. Results from the study indicate that a number of 
areas may influence or hamper the progress of such groups. Factors surrounding 
attendance, needs assessment, gatekeepers, the role of masculinity, denial and stigma 
around HIV/AIDS, as well as unemployment and poverty, all played a role in the 
ability of a group to sustain itself The dynamics of power and politics inherent in 
many of these areas, divided broadly into individual, interpersonal, environmental and 
socio-political are discussed. Critical theory is used to allow for a layered and 
contextual understanding of the numerous challenges faced by such a project within 
South Africa. The findings suggest that though there are significant challenges posed 
in such an intervention, reflexivity, informed preparation and an awareness of power, 
may all allow for a sustainable group process and thus limit the influence of the 
intricacies raised. 
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HlYIAIDS in South Africa presents specific and complex challenges. \Vhiie a large 
propol1ion of the CUITent discourse on the subj ect concerns pre":ention, education, 
stigma and ostracisation, there is an increasing need for research sUITounding the 
emotional supp011 of those living with the virus. SUpp011 groups haYe been suggested 
as useful in providing effecti-ve assistance to those -with particular emotional needs. 
Their usefulness has been well-documented in a plethora of literature and they are 
,.yide h-- used in numerous countries. 
Specific groupings \\'ithin the HIVAIDS body are notably un-catered for in terms of 
emotional needs. Importantly, although some organizations do cater for males as a 
detlnitiye grouping (e.g. Hope \Vodd Wiele, 1004). senicing the emotional and 
practical needs of this demographic segment -with some considerable success. there 
are fe\v men's-only HIVAIDS support groups. There is also an expressed need for 
more community intelyentions in this area to be critically eyaluated and explored. In 
addition, anecdotal and objecti-ve e-vidence suggests that masculinity in this area has 
been marginalised in the literature, creating a further lack of practical and specifically 
male appraised support. Significantly, the role of masculinity in contributing to the 
stahlS quo, has been largely unexplored. 
The rise of feminism and the changing nature and dominance of masculinity within 
'western' society has been noteworthy. More recently, the need ofpsychoJogy itself to 
remain, or become, practically relevant, has seen it adapt, and accordingly place 
pill1icular focus on power, politics illld their effects. Specifically, critical psychology 
has focused on oppressed groupings, with an emphasis on their liberation or 
emancipation. The convoluted historical and cultural climate of South Africa, vyhere 
dynamics of politics illld power have been so traditionally rife, lends itself to critical 
and candid eXillnination. Nonetheless, it is clear that any illYestigation -which aims to 
explore the complexities of HIVAIDS and masculinity, with the broader aim of 
chilllging practical circumstances. is likely to face numerous obstacles. Consequently, 











challenges involved in the formation of an HI\~ AIDS support group for men. Though 
the intelYention attempts ,.',Cere ultimately unsustainable, it is hoped that this \,;ill 
pwvide a useful opportunity to examine the difficulties [md tensions inherent in such 
an endeayor. 
The layout of the thesis coyers the requirements of a project of tlus nature. Thus, 
chapter two will concern itself with a literature review of the principle areas to be 
coyered in the thesis, including rele~vant research on supp01i groups. HIY AIDS, 
masculinity, needs and critical psychology. The third chapter will outline 
methodological features, focusing specifically on Participatory Action Research, as 
well as including sections on sampling, data collection, procedure and method of 
analysis. The fOUlih chapter includes analysis of the results, \",hich has been divided 
broadly into two sections. ~viz: themes dravvn fi'om the imen-iews done with men 
invo1-ved in support groups and the themes extracted hom the authors own 
experiences of starting a support group. The fifth chapter includes a discussion on the 
results and themes. The discussion has been broken into four general levels, including 
individual, interpersonal, en\'ironmental and socio-political. The final chapter 
contains recommendations tell' future intelYentions of this nature and conclusions 














This chapter \.yi11 coyer in some broad detail, the cunent literature and seminal work 
sUlTounding support and self ... help groups and more specifically their formation and 
the associated challenges. Further, it hopes to explore HI\~ AIDS. needs <md 
masculinity as general concepts, thus illuminating the major areas to be engaged with 
in this thesis. 
The structure of the chapter, glyen the focus of the thesis, will initially concem itself 
with understandings and defining groups and specifically their therapeutic ,"alue in 
Supp011ing those with illness. FUlther, specific attention \\i11 concentrate on factors 
im"oh:ed in the formation of groups and the paucity of literature that discusses the 
inherent difficulties in that process. In addition, the reyiew will discuss and outline 
releyant literature surrounding HIV'AIDS and masculinity in a South African context, 
the nature of which had a significant bearing on the group under discussion. Finally. 
broad comment will be made on needs theor)", culture and critical psychology, all of 
which of \';11ich \vere seen as germane and useful in analysing, understanding and 
discussing the dynamics and e,"ents surrounding the fOTInation of the group. 
2.2 Groups 
Although literature has glyen much thought to groups* as a whole. there is little 
concerning the formation of groups and the complications concerning their eyolution 
(e.g. Anderson & Wilkie, 1992; Km1z, 1997: Toesland & RiYas, 1998). These areas 
are principally confined to brief discussion in textbooks and there is eyen less devoted 
to the subject in cun-ent joumals. 











2.2.1 Group definitions 
Before full examination of theories on the difficulty of tonning and sustaining groups, 
it seems appropriate to understand the nature of groups and their therapeutic use. 
Academic literature has sought to proyide a taxonomy of groups and in so doing has 
identified ditTerent types of group and separated them into yarious categories. Thus 
self-help groups. support groups. mutual assistance groups and psychotherapy groups 
haye all independently had a significant amount of reyie'v\ and discussion in scholarly 
circles. Their purpose and definition \\'i11 be dealt with more closely in this section. 
F or the pUl1Joses of this paper, the author will not focus on psychotherapy groups as 
thev were deemed too far remoyed tiom the central theme of the thesis. 
As Kurtz (997) explains, there have been numerous definitions and classifications of 
SUppOlt, self-help and therapy groups in the literature. and yet such terms continue to 
be used interchangeably and in a confusing manner. She goes on to cite Schoper llild 
Galinsk-y (1995, in Kurtz, 1997) yvho place all three groups on a continuum that more 
helpfully depicts their functions. Thus, they suggest placing self-help groups at one 
end, psychotherapy groups on the other. and support groups shifting in between. 
A specific definition gn-en by Kurtz defines self-help groups as. 'supportive. 
educationaL usually change-orientated, mutual-aid groups that address a single lite 
problem or condition shared by ali members. Its purpose may be personal or societal 
change, or both. achieyed thTOUgh the ideologies 101' dealing 'with a situation. Its 
leadership is indigenous to the group members. Professionals rarely haye an actiYe 
role in the group' s actiyities unless they pm1icipate as members. rVleetings m'e 
structured and task-orientated.' (Kurtz, 1997, p.4). 
By contrast. she describes SUpp0l1 groups as "meeting for the purpose of giying 
emotional support and information to persons \-v1th a common problem. They are 
often facilitated by prolessionals and linked to a social agency or a larger, 10nna1 
organisation. 1'vlembership criteria often exclude indiyiduals not sen-eel bv the 











goals of emotional support and education, ?vleetings are relati1:ely unstructured, and 
the groups programme is unlikely to espouse an ideology.' (Km1z, 1997. p.5). Clearly 
there are a number of differences bet\\-een the two, perhaps the most important of 
which is that self-help groups aim to effecT change Suppoli groups, by contrast, are 
aimed primarily at gi,-ing emotional assistance, and often depend on outside 
organisational assistance. 
Mutual assistance groups. considered to be on a similar spectrum, haye also received 
increased interest and are discussed here to proyide further eyidence of the many and 
yaried forms of groups ayailable, According to Maton (1987, in Leyine, 1988) these 
groups are composed of people \\'ho share a common experience, situation or 
problem. Consequently. such mutual help is proyided by and for members, \-,it11 the 
locus of control for running the groups held by the members. Significantly, and 
diYergent from definitions of supp011 and self-help groups, any ill';.-olYement of 
outside professionals is seen as ancillary (Roper. 20041. A patiicular feature of mutual 
assistance groups is that members experience the groups as haying a more Suppo!1ive 
climate than professionally run therapy groups (Roper, 2004). In addition Ayers 
(1989, in Roper, 2004) indicates that members do not feel the lo\\'ered sense of 
mastery and disempowennent that can arise from the professionals assUImng an 
authoritarian position, 
2.2.2 Therapeutic benefits of Groups 
Blom and Bremridge (2003, in Uys & Cameron, 2003), explain that 'Support and 
self-help groups haw been proposed as a key inten:entioll for people Eying with 
illness, (p. 81)', Although it may appear eyident, both tram the quote aboye and \vith 
a relatiyely modest knowledge of the subject, that groups are useful in assisting 
people liying with HIV to deal with potential difficulties and obstacles. it should not 
be assumed, Research on self-help and support groups has progressed considerably in 
the past twenty years, producing significant outcome studies (e.g, Kurtz. 1990'> and 
ethnographic analyses (Maton. 1993). and f()Cusing specifically on helping processes 
and outcomes (Kmiz, 1997). Results haye suggested a number of benefits associated 











psychiatric symptomatology. reduced use of professional sernces, increased coping 
skills, increased life-satisfaction and shorter hospital stays. Studies haye indicated that 
members also reponed better adjustment. better coping, higher self-esteem, and 
improyed acceptance of their illness than self-assessments of less acti,e and non-
members (Km1z, 1997). Eyidently then, self-help. support and mutual assistance 
groups are demonstratably useful in aiding those facing patiicular challenges or 
illnesses. 
In addition to the factors described aboye, literature has also established that there is a 
plethora of therapeutic factors including helping characteristics and mechatlisms of 
Chatlge inherent in SUPPOli, self-help and mutual assistatlCe groups. In patlicular. such 
groups may proyide at least five elements or processes that are seen as helpful by their 
members. Thus, giying support, impat,ting infonnation, conyeying a sense of 
belonging, communicating experiential knowledge atld teaching coping methods are 
seen as the most beneficial factors \vithin a group's process (Katz & Madia_ 1990: 
Kurtz. 1997). Yalom (1995) suggests that instillation of hope, group cohesiyeness atld 
uniyersality are also of SOlne considerable ,'alue. In a study by Heil (1992, in Km1z, 
1997\ it "was those three factors that members of suppOl1 groups most commonly 
cited as helpful to them. For people liying \\'ith HfV AIDS, such therapeutic factors 
might be of some considerable "Value. Further discussion surrounding the pat1iculm 
challenges faced by those with liying HI\' atId AIDS, \,ill be outlined later in the 
chapter. 
2.2.3 Challenges in forming groups 
Research has also focused on orgatllsational yat'iables in f01lIlillg groups, worlch'iews 
and ideologies as inHuential in group process and minority as well as multicultural 
pmiicipation (Jackson. 1992: wilner & Rockwell. 1988). Worlch'iews and ideologies, 
also described in the literature as group teaching, are otten absorbed by group 
members, atld frequently used as a means of shaping how members define and deal 
with their diiTiculties (Kurtz, 199T). Indeed, Antze (1979, in Km1z, 1997), asserts that 
ideologies of this ilk should be considered more int1uential to group members thatl 











members themselyes [md their importance (Kurtz, 1997), As such, yanous authors 
haye recognised that groups canIlot remain in existence 'without neyY members arid 
that members cannot benefit without attending (Kurtz, 1997). The pel1inent question 
of attendance and membership, closely aligned \-yith motiyation of participants, is of 
pa11icular importance 10 this paper. Crucial conclusions from literature indicate that 
these m:e issues commonly faced by newly formed groups (T oesland & Ri,:as, 1998). 
Howe,"er it is significant, <mel disappointing, to note that there is little research on 
groups in third world communities and the specific effects such an eIlyironment may 
haye on their formation, process and composition. 
As intimated earlier, there is little direct or detailed literature around starting self-help 
or support groups. Frequently, authors proyide only euphemistic glimpses of the 
challenges that the m<\iority of clinical practitioners are bound to face. Blom and 
Bremridge (2003, in Uys & Cameron, 2003), for example, v;rite that. '\Vhile the 
imponance and benefit of support-group \york can easily be understood, the practice 
of establishing support group structures may at times proye problematic' (p.87). 
Rather, multiple authors haye proyided guidelines which practitioners may consider 
v;hen fOIming their own groups. Anderson and Wilkie (1992) detail six f:C'lctors that 
need to be examined: the group's size, its membership criteria, where it v;ill meet, if it 
'will be an open or closed group, its recruitment strategy and deciding on a leadership 
style are all seen as important elements in determining the success of a group. 
Toesland and RiYas (1998), also discuss the planning stages. In addition to the factors 
suggested above, they adyise establishing the pU1lJose of the group before embarking 
on its fOlTIlation. Further, they recommend assessing the potential sponsorship 
(specifically for support groups) and membership of the group, as a ,,\aV of 
understanding "yho is to be inyolved and with what authority or influence. 
Kurtz (1997) delineates a number of further challenges associated with the creation of 
suppoli groups, some of which are closely linked to the difficulties associated \'lith 
staI1ing a group. Specifically, she discusses problems related to too few or absent 
members, listing fiYe sources of lo,,'l attendance. \iz: time and place of meeting, 
insufficient committed members, lack of similarity amongst members. group satety" 











to support groups. In addition, dilemmas about group composition, and u!lvyillingness 
to risk in the group are also listed as baniers against running a successful group. 
An other area examined by 'various authors is the imponance of interorganisational 
relationships in starting and maintaining a group. The role played by professionals in 
linking and managing the relationship betvwen a group and the outside community, 
bureaucratic or sponsor organisations, is crucial and, as L itvyak a.nd lVleyer (1966, in 
Kurtz, 1997) submit. may determine whether a group 'vyill nourish in hannony \:vith 
its enyironment, denigrate in ideological strife [md hostile takeoveL or fade due to 
indifference and neglect.' (p.116). The lmking role, associated with the Balance 
Theory (advanced by Litwak & MeyeL 1966), suggests that professionals, \vhen co-
ordinating actiyities bet\veen po\.verful organisations and primary groups (including 
support and self-help groups) must achieve a balance betvveen independence and 
dependence (KU11z, 199Tl. The theory elaborates by suggesting that balance of this 
nature can be accomplished through strategic linking actiyities, which reduce the 
possibility of the stronger organisation or group taking oyer the weaker (Kunz, 1997). 
Such awareness of the role of outside factors in the life of the group is certainly 
useful, and perhaps more importantly, realistic with respect to the practical problems 
facing groups. Unfcntunately, aside from discussion around Balance Theory. linle 
consideration is glwn to macro factors, and their int1uence on the group. 
The abO've section has elaborated on some pertinent areas relating to f,'roups. including 
discussion surrounding their definition and the multiple therapeutic factors that may 
be derived from them. In addition, the numerous challenges and ditTiculties that can 
arise in their fonnation was also commented on in relation to more recent literature. 
The question of releyant and appropriate SUpp01t in relation to the HI\~ AIDS 
epidemic in Southern Atiica is critical. Consequently, the follo>ving section will 
combine recent statistics, discourse and literature surrounding HIY iUDS. focusing on 












South Africa is, 'currently in the throes of a HIVAIDS pandemic' (Rohleder, 2004, 
p.l). Though statistics yary, estimates suggest that benveen 4.3 and 6.6 million South 
Africans are liying \vith the HI-yirus (Department of Health, 2(05). Such figures 
place an extraordinary burden on health resources and practitioners who are seeking 
ways to most effectiyely subdue the consequences of a Y11'US that cunently has no 
cure. An awareness of what the specific needs are of indiyiduals liying with 
HI\T AIDS is crucial in understanding ho\v best to focus resources and energies. 
Appropriate literature suggests that while indiyiduals require unique intelTemion, 
there is almost certainly an argument for the proYlsion of emotional assistance for 
those indiyiduals liying ~with HIViAIDS 
This section of the chapter hopes to describe and understand certain of the various 
needs and illnesses of people living \vith HI'.' AIDS. In so doing it will also examine 
needs theory, an area intimately connected to the question of hoyv to most adequately 
and competently deal with a pandemic on sociaL political, philosophical and 
incliyidualleyels. 
According to Visage (1999') there is a plethora of HIV-related illnesses that may 
affect those with HIV. The Centre for Disease Control has distinguished four stages of 
the disease that are generally associated \yith particular types of infection. Viz: 
Stage 1: Acute infection - obsen:ed in individuals within a short penod of infection. 
may include glandular fever-like symptoms (including feveL tiredness, sore throat 
skin rashes and diarrhoea), Such symptoms usually disappear after two to three weeks 
Stage 2: Asymptomatic infection - this stage includes individuals who haye HIV but 
manifest no symptoms, 
Stage 3: Persistent generalised lymphadenopathy - some individuals develop a 











Stage 4: Other disease - this broad category identifies incli,,'icluals "vho ha\'e 
symptoms related to HIV infection. This group is broken up into 3. number of 
subgroups, i.e. constitutional disease (e,g. seyere weight loss, clmmic dian-hoea); 
neurological disease: secondary infectious diseases: secondary cancers <md other 
conditions resulting from HIV infection (Visagie. 1999), 
Outlined aboye is a brief overview of the multiple physical illnesses and infections 
that may arise as a result of the HI-virus. Plummer (1988, in Leven, Kotler, Burman 
8: Parker, 1997) suggests that two central discourses organise what he tenns 
AIDS speak, Ylz: the stigmatisation of HI\T/AIDS and secondly its medicalization. As 
can be noted from above. a number of non-physical diHiculties may arise, As 
Anderson (1992. in Anderson & \Vilkie, 1992) explains. indiyiduals 'with this disease 
haye to meet a 'considerable number of challenges' (p.50). Not only do they' haye to 
deal with the emotions eyoked by a serious medical condition and with an increase in 
anxiety and uncertainty about the future .... But also the additional problems of stigma 
and discrimination' (Anderson 8: 'Wilkie, 1992, p.160). i\.nderson expounds on a 
number of areas that may be of some significance for those infected \....-ith HIV. Such 
areas include feelings of fear sun-ounding the initial diagnosis. learning to cope 'with 
and control pain, creating meaning in the diagnosis, expressing feelings and dealing 
with loss. leaming to liye positiYely, meeting the needs of patiners' funi1y and 
friends, dealing with practical matters and talking about death (Anderson & \Vilkie, 
1992\ 
CleaTly there at'e numerous needs, both physical and mental. that might be connected 
with those infected by the HI-Yims. Consequently, and more competently to exatnine 













There are numerous theories that address the concept of human needs, many of which 
haye attempted to define fundamental and uniyersal human needs. Although many of 
these haye become popular. critical scrutiny has suggested that they hold particular 
assumptions about the norms and boundaries that differ largely 'within the grouping of 
humanity. Often the 'western concept of society and of indiyiduals has been taken for 
granted - to the detriment of the model's applicability to many cultures outside that 
thinking. Nonetheless, such theories pro-vide a starting point for exploring human 
needs. Thus, Maslow broadly saw his hierarchy of human needs as a better vyay of 
understanding people's rnoti-vations (LoU\\~ & Ed"Yarcis, 1997). In contrast Max-neef 
( 1991) saw theories of needs as a practical way of alleyiating the many problems 
associated with socio-economic difficulties (Max-neef, 1991). It is the thinking of 
these two authors that will be discussed briefly to proyicie a platform from which to 
understand needs theories and the multiple problems concerned around such models. 
Abraham Maslow, a well known American author and theorist, "yas a strong adyocate 
of humanistic psychology. As such, his theories haye an underlying emphasis on the 
imp011ance of humans as indiyiduals with the potential for transcendence (l\-1aslm.Y. 
1971). His interest in human needs stemmed from his interest in understanding human 
motiYatioIl. He felt that his theory proyided a practical explanation as to what it vvas 
that humans ,yere looking for - their behayiouL then. could be yie"ved as their 
attempts to satisfy their fundamental needs. 
Maslow devised a hierarchy that included five leyels of needs ranging from lowest to 
highest. The theory proposed that the 10\\~er category needs had to be satisfied before 
continuing on to the higher leyels. And that as each need was attended to. the next 
leyel would become the central focus of the individuals conscious life and behaviour 
(Maslow, 1943, cited in Fitzgerald, 1977). The tiw leyels were physiological (e.g. 
food or water), safety (e.g. shelter), lnve and belonging (e.g. acceptance or affiliation). 
esteem (goal-setting), and finally self-actualisation (the deyelopment of ones own 











lv1anfred l\,fax-nee[ a Chilean economist introduced Human-Scale Deyelopment 
(HSD) in an attempt to understand how humans can better satiate those needs and thus 
become more self-reliant. HSD was born out of Chilean society, but Max-neef holds 
that the needs he describes [U'e uniyersaL He "vas aw[U'e of ~laslov,-' s critics and thus 
proposed nine areas of needs that could be displayed in a wheel - implying that none 
were higher than the others, Those need areas are: creation. affection, understanding, 
protection, patiicipation, subsistence, restret1ection, freedom, and identity, He 
refened to those grouping of needs as axiological, and then included a further four 
under the heading of existential needs, yiz: being, haying, doing atId interacting, The 
two groupings would then vvork in unison, thus a subsistence and haying need might 
be food or shelter (Max-nee[ 1991). In particular, Max-neefs model, by monng 
away from a hierarchy, has improyed upon :Ivlaslow's much critic1sed original 
exemplat, (F itzgerald, 1977). His approach, so focused on the satiation of needs. rather 
than simply their description, has been much lauded atlel he has "von some significant 
awmds for his work (The right li,/elihood award, 2005), 
Both of these models can be useful, to some extent, in proyiding [UlSWerS for practical 
sitllations, And it is 'with these in mind that South Africa, and pa..rticularly those 
dealing with the HI\' epidemic, could look to arlswer questions about needs, 
Unf01iunately for empiricists, it appears that not only are there no universal needs to 
fall back on, but more importantly those needs that me brought up will ine\-itably be 
yalue-laden, Critical theorists ha\'e also suggested that the constructiyist nature of 
language fut1her pre,/ents an objective or yalue-±l'ee taxonomy of fundamental human 
needs from being fonned (Foster, 1999), It is largely impossible then, to be objective 
in deciding which needs, or perhaps more notably, whose needs should be met first. 
Resources, pilliicularly in South Ail'ica. are not ahvays continuous, and deciding for 
who, \-vhat, when atId how much can be exceptionally difficult, For this, psychology 
may haye to go back to its ethical atId philosophical roots (with millIy of the same 
critical questions that surrounded the question of human needs), Again, critical 
scholars suggest that an awareness of power and politics in the construction of 
theories is crucial if they ill'e to be useful (Foster. 1999\ A reflexiyity, thus, on the 
pati of researchers, determining vvhere and in vvhich ways povver is influencing their'!' ' 
\vork is key, This is not to suggest that because an objectiye description of human 











'without considerable thought to the political nature of their work, researchers may 
potentially strengthen an ideology of empiricism that is not necessarily beneficial 
(Wilbraham, 2004\ 
2.5 1\lasculinity 
Gi,"en that the focus of this thesis sunounds nwle HIY support groups, a brief 
synopsis of releyant literature <md current dialogue concerning the subject of 
HIY AIDS and masculinity will follow. Such an investigation \-yill extrapolate on the 
relatiyelv diminished role of masculinity in the HIY AIDS discourse and its 
consequences for the pwvision of care at both political and indiyidual leyels. 
Importantly, the t1uid nature of masculinities as a concept will also be discussed in an 
attempt to better understand its int1uence on the behaviour of men in particular 
relation to dealing with HIV'AIDS. 
CutTent research has, for the most pat1, emphasised the role and efforts of women 111 
copmg with. liying \vith and guarding against HIY AIDS (\Vilton. 1997: 
ConmlOnwealth Secretariat, 2002: Kometsi. 2004) The male role regarding the 
pandemic has, 'within research, been confined to understanding their views and 
attitudes in relation to prevention (Foreman, 1999), Clearly such ostracism within 
literature holds po\verful and int1uential assumptioIl<; about men's ability to contribute 
to the HIV AIDS discussion. F urtheL it segregates and limits the yoices of men. 
restricting the narratiYes and discourses they have of liying 'with a potentially life-
threatening yirus. Freire's (1972 in Foster, 2004) "\-york on the nature of oppression 
confinns such an argument, reYealing a 'culture of silence' otten experienced by the 
marginalised and dispossessed. 
In sub-Saharan Africa there is an approximate male female HI'',,'! preyalence ratio of 
1:2 (lJ'NAIDS. 2004). The majority of gender-based literature has concentrated on 
women (Wilton. 1997; FOrenlCtll, 1999). That this group is both biologically and 
socially more ,-ulnerable to the yirus, partially explains the focus (Kometsl, 2004:), 
Predominantly, however, gender-related issues themselves haye been relatiyely 











has inyestigated the importance of gender sensiti,-ity, little, it appears. has been done 
to describe it comprehensiYely_ The emphasis has rather been on understanding the 
difficulties associated I-vith lack of choice in relation to sexual practices both on 
indiyidual and community leyels (Mgalla, \Vambura & de Bnn!l. 1997: Wilton. 
1991';. 
Stigma associated with HIVAIDS. in this regard, has also receiyed an increased 
propol1ion of academic interest (Mgalla, \Va..'11bura & de Bruyn. 1997: 
EngenderHealth. 2001). Pat1icularly \vith respect to those hnng with HIV AIDS. 
much literature has concentrated on the effects such attitudes haye on indiyiduals and, 
on a broader leyeL societies (EngenderHealth. 2001)_ Thus. in addition to the needs 
associated "vith catTying a life-threatening yirus, HIV AIDS sut1erers are, at times atld 
in particular contexts. further burdened I-vith isolation tlTl1ll commullities, which is 
often related to limited education atld unceltainty about the cause atld meatling of the 
yirus (Engender Health. 200 1) 
GiYen the epidemic escalation of the yirus, specifically in Sub Saharan Africa, it is 
perhaps appropriate that much of the academic and lay literature has focused on 
education and preyention in atl effort to alter attitudes towat-ci HIV AIDS (Mgalla, 
Wambura & de Bruyn, 1997: Clat-ke & Strachen, 2000)_ A P011ioll of gender I-vork has 
looked, through ,-arions programmes and orgatlisations, to alter pmticular 
misperceptions_ The I'vIen As Pmtners (J'/IAP:) programmes, in pmticular. deal with 
addressing such concerns through a series of training matluak The global 
orgatlisation EngenderHealth, \-vho sponsor the M.AP projects, is more closely 
associated with reproductiye health, but nonetheless is focused 011 understanding atId 
altering the yiews atid attitudes of men (EngenderHealth, 2001). Although attention is 
focused predominantly on preYention of HIVAIDS, it does point tOl-vard atl 
increasing interest in the experience atid nanatiYes of men. 
Importatltly, then, the :NLt\P progratllmes, atld others like it, haYe taken into account 
the importance of men atld, accordingly, masculinity_ Connell (1995), in his seminal 
book ~'v1ascillinlties, explains in some detail the multiple and .-arying understatldings 
of such a concept He pat1icuiarly explains that such definitions of gender are 











relatiye nature necessitates that a definition can only be coherently explained or 
examined through a careful understanding of a particular society's beliefs (Connell, 
1995). That said, Kimmel and Messner (1995) assert that although masculinity is. in 
essence, a fluid concept, it can quite pragmatically influence the practices of men. 
Specifically. it is hypothesised that men's health practices are closely bound to the 
nature of masculinity and the cultural expectations giyen to it (Horrocks, 1994: 
Kimmel & lvlessner, 1995). The male role, it is argued, plays an integral part in 
contributing to the lifestyle and behaviours of men, often \yith pillticular and 
deyastating consequences (Kimmel & Messner, 1995). 
The male role in relation to HIVAIDS is a complex one, and Kometsi's (2004) work 
reyiewing this subject is useful. Apillt from noting the multiple constructions of 
masculinities specified by Connell (1995), the author suggests that specific 'authentic' 
images of men are dominant and given authority or yoice. Thus, within the cultural 
construction of masculinity. certain masculinities are seen as dominant and influence 
the behavioural practices of men. 
In addition, Kometsi (2004) points to the absence of men in the discourse around 
HIV AIDS. Poignantly, he comments that 'it is \vithin the silences and apparent 
absences of men in these processes, that social discourse pronounces the vicious 
spectre of men's practices the strongest.' (Kometsi, 2004; p.37). Thus. men within the 
HIVAIDS nanati,-e are viewed and perhaps assumed as being the bearers of 
patticulill' thoughts and behayiours. Some of these include illl unwillingness to face 
the impact of HIV head on, difficulty standing by unhealthy families and being the 
driying force of the epidemic. Such po\yerful themes and social constructions, 
Kometsi (2004) asserts, are prevalent within milll)' of the discourses sunounding 
HIVAIDS and must, of necessity, haye an int1uence on the behayiours of men. 
The above section has sought to elaborate on the reduced role of masculinity in the 
broad discourse of HIViiVDS. Such a lessened position, it has been argued, has had a 
significant impact, particularly regarding health preyention illId supportiye structures 
in relation to men. The yariability of masculinity as a construct was also discussed, 
and in patticular its int1uence on the perceiyed or real absence of men in support and 











broadening discussion m'olllld the themes of identity mld po'weI, \"ill examine critical 
psychology and specifically culture, both of ""hich haye a particular ideological 
bezu-ing on this thesis. 
2.6 Critical and cultural psychology 
Finally, this reyiew 'will comment on culture as a construct. and more specitlcally one 
that must be examined in order to adequately understand mental health and how best 
to proyide it to communities. In particular, the complexities of this notion and the 
yarious dynamics of power and difference will be outlined. Critical psychology, born 
from understandings of power and liberation and so often em-eloped in symblOsis 
with cultural diyersity, will also be elucidated (Foster, 2004). Culture and a critical 
understanding thereof will be detailed as haying a significant bearing on the ability of 
clinical practitioners and researchers to adequately change mental health services in a 
South African context. While the aims of this project were substantially less than a 
reyiew of mental health deliyery in this country, it is nonetheless pertinent for a case 
study of this nature, in which reflection 1S so essential, to understand the broader 
dynamics of culture and power in context. 
It would be prudent at this point to mention the 'valuable contribution Swartz (1998) 
has made in this area, particularly in his careful inyestigation and deconstruction of 
the concept of culture in Southern Africa and detailing the practical issues associated 
with its construction and the proyision of mental health. 
Swartz (1998) postulates that the scope of mental health itself is merely a cultural 
construction, "yhereby the categories of 'mental' and 'physical'. 'health' and 'welfare' 
are understood, along with 'mental health', as 'reliant on a culturally specific medical 
yiew of human beha-dour' (Swartz, 1998, p.260). Consequentiy, he proposes 
expmlding the focus of mental health interests to include broader economic, social and 
political issues (Swartz, 1998). In addition to tlus more capacious ,-iew, he suggests 
that contemporary cultural psychology must understand human behayiour within an 











Understanding issues of pmyer, politics, emancipation, oppreSSIOn, mm'ginalisation 
and hegemony are all pertinent to what has been tenned a critical position (Hepburn, 
2003: Tuffin, 2005). Thus, quite broadly, critical psychologists in more recent years 
haye attempted. through vm'ious mlalyses to explore the ways in "yhich particular 
systems and ideologies have subverted groupings and knowledges to the benefit of 
particular hegemonies (Le\~ett et aL 1997: Hepburn. 2003). Specifically modemism, 
structuralism, subjectiyity and other prominent epistemologies haye been criticised for 
privileging ce11ain suppositions and theories, pm'ticulmly through language mKi 
reductionism (especiaily through focus on the indiyidual) (Dunheim. 1997: Hepburn, 
2003; Tuffin, 20(5). The consequence of such thinking, which reproduces power 
relations mld ideological etIects, has been the on-going oppression of marginalised 
groupings (Wilbrahmn, 2004). 
Swartz (1998) encourages a critical approach in understaIlding cultural psychology. 
Along 'with other authors (e.g. Donald & Rattmlsi. 1992; Leyett et aL i997: Foster, 
1999) he suggests that critical psychology might not only allow for more textured 
understandings of complex constructions, but also provide releymlL practical 
solutions for the problems under discussion. Indeed Swar1z (1998) advocates an 
action approach in resem'ch that includes community pmicipation. vyhich in turn 
allows information of local relevance to be provided His ret1ectiye a"Yzu'eness of 
context, hovvever. necessitates that he follo\v his thoughts by suggesting that in South 
Africa, 'the question of culture in resemch is so loaded and politicised that researchers 
are often frightened to engage with it' (S\yatiz. 1998, p.259). Regmdless. the 
imp011mlCe of action-based research cmlIlot be neglected atid one that focuses on 
chmlge, however contexhlally-limited. through the understanding of systems of 
pov'.-er, must be encouraged. Evidently then, use of critical psychology with its focus 
on po\wr, will be crucial in competently exploring the reasons for the limited success 











2.7 lVlotivation for the study . 
Based on the aboye literature review, motivation for this thesis becomes increasingly 
dear. Thus, while the HIY AIDS pandemic produces numerous difficulties, the need 
to SUppOl1 and care for those living with the 'virus is critical. Specifically, the lack of 
literature sUlTounding masculinity 'within the discourse of HI\!'AIDS support may 
contribute to the practical manifestation of care for men living with the virus. 
Understanding and proyiding for their needs, thus_ becomes a complex matter that 
requires caretll! investigation 
The broad vista of critical psychology provides an ideological foundation from ,shieh 
to explore the elements central to the discussion. Its interest in oppression, power ;md 
politics is useful in examining the varied and entwined dynamics. Further, hOvYeyer, 
its predisposition toward liberation combines closely ,.vith the determined struggle of 
conmmnity psychology to change the realities of practical circumstances. 
It seemed evident, given the combination of these arguments and conclusions, that a 
thesis exploring some of the dynamics of politics and power 'while simultaneously 
attempting to change these circumstances, at least at some leyel, might be of some 
value. Consequently_ the thesis sought to bring these aims together by starting a 
support group for men with HIVAIDS, and carefully examining the process and the 
many political and practical elements invoh-ed. 
2.8 Chapter sUlnlnary 
In summation, this chapter has attempted to outline the major components central to 
the thesis, viz: groups, HI\C AIDS, masculinity, needs and critical theory. Literature 
elaborated on the multiple definitions of groups. while also examining the numerous 
therapeutic benefits they can provide their members. Equally, a number of challenges 
sUITounding their formation and maintenance were discussed. HIY AIDS was also 
considered. and patiicularly its fat--reaching and devastating effect both on 
conmmnities and individua.1s. The multiple needs that those liying with the virus 










numerous and yaried. F mther discussion sunounding this topic by both ivlaslow and 
Max-neef, gaye further insight into the complex area of needs and ho",' they might 
best be understood and fulfilled or satisfied. 
The chapter also examined the construction of masculinity, ~with particular focus on 
its c01mection and contribution to the discourse of HIY AIDS. The yarying 
constructions of masculinity were juxtaposed with the perceiyed absence of men in 
literature surrounding the pandemic. The political role and nature of this relationship 
\vas also emphasised. Finally, interest in power and politics led to discussion around 
critical psychology and culture, both of which were seen as crucial in producing a 














This chapter aims to describe methods used in the study. These are based on 
principles of Patiicipatory Action Reseat"Ch (PAR) which deviate from conventional 
reseat"Ch. Consequently, significant emphasis in this section is put on explaining the 
divergent elements of the design of the project, specifically PAR and includes 
discussion on qualitatiYe atld critical theory. In addition, prominence is giyen to 
detailing other aspects that may differ from mainstreatn research, yiz: sampling of 
data at1d researcher ret1exiyity. 'N'otwithstatlding its dit1erences, the chapter "yill cover 
the major aspects expected from a methodology. including the design of the study, 
satnpling. clata collection and procedure at1d methods of analysis. 
A brief overne'-y of both qualitative research and PiL.'R.. will allow a more 
comprehensive underst31lding of at1d justification for the study design at1d methods 
used within this thesis. The notable links between both methodologies llild critical 
theory. with its emphasis on social transformation through the recognition of povver 
and oppression, will also be addressed. 
3.2 Research design: Participant action research 
The initial pUlvose of this study was to create an active HI\' support group for men. 
The ideals of such at1 intervention, which would a11O\y for a collaboratiye relationship 
between researcher and partie ip31lts , has, at its core. empowerment atlC1 
transformation. Consequently, the PAR modeL established 'with a qualitative 
underst31lding, was used to design the study. 
Qualitative research has a rich tradition in a number of the social SCIences. most 
notably sociology at1cl atlthropology (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998), though its methods 
have not been as widely used in psychology (Kickier & Fine, 1997, in Prilleltensh.y & 











rooted in alternative philosophies of SClence that have been '.~ariously labelled as 
social constructivist, critical and contextualist. These alternative epistemologies 
hypothesise that no research is objective and is thus necessarily value-laden 
(Prilleltensk;.: 8.:: Nelson, 2002). For this thesis, critical qualitative research emphasises 
the possibility of change and the creation of a preferred reality, not just a focus on 
cunent realities (Guba & Lincoln, 1994 in Prilleltensky 8.:: Nelson, 2002'1. 
Participatory Action Research (PAR - a term interchanged \",ith 'action research' in 
more recent literature) considers pragmatic and contextual research to be a primary 
aim. ahead of the value-free knowledge often associated with quantitative, positivist 
approaches to study (Louw & Edwards, 1997: Terre Blanche & DUlTheim, 1999\ As, 
van \~laenderen 8.:: Neves (2004) relate, PAR is 'not simply a new resem"cll 
methodology or a paradigm: it is rather a holistic approach to social science' (p.454). 
At its most funcbmental level, PARis based on ,:alues that are central to critical 
psychology (for example. social justice [md empm.wnnent) (Prilleltensky & Nelson. 
2002). Further, it has been suggested that such a model has three specific tenets that 
separate it from other qualitative paradigms (T ene Blanche 8.:: Dunheim, 1999). First 
in emphasising both rigour mlC1 relevance, PAR seeks to contribute both to the 
practical concerns of those in immediate problematic situations mld to the broader 
goals of social science (Rapap01i. 1970. in Terre Blmlche 8.:: Durrheim, 1999). 
Second. it attempts to mediate bet\veen indiyidual and collective needs. Speciilcally, 
it focuses on the empo\verment of the least powerful groups and individuals in 
society. mld insists on communal participation in the process of knowledge creation 
(BrO\\Tl & Tandon, 1983 in Tene Blanche 8.:: Dunheim. 1999). Finally, PAR 
traditionally addresses the tension between researcher mld researched. Accordingly, it 
suppolis egalitari[U1 research relationships, with the intention of i!lYolving those being 
researched in all aspects of the project, from conceptualisation to completion (W11yte, 
Greenwood 8.:: Lazes. 1989 in Tene BlmlChe 8.:: Durrheim, 1999). As Hall (1993, in 
Prilleltensky & Nelson, 2002) explains. PAR is. 'a way for researchers mId oppressed 
people to join in solidarity to take collective action, both short and long term. for 
radical social change' (p. 51). 
There are multiple ditTiculties associated with P.~, perhaps most pertinently in this 










'Empowerment is a grand and seductive concept, and it is easy for resemchers to start 
thinking of themselves as rescuers sent to reconfigure communities along more 
psychologically healthy lines. This is sometimes fed by the in:t1ated expectations 
people haye about the ability of researchers (as representatiYes of the world of "walth, 
opportunity and po\ver) to change local conditions ...... There are no failsafe ways of 
preyenting the ideals of empowerment from degenerating, apart from researchers 
maintaining a critical a\vareness of the politically fraught nahlre of their enterprise' 
(p.n7). 
In addition, a number of authors h:.rve suggested that 'while PAX can be successful at a 
micro kveL it has done little to contribute to theory and to the 'building of broad 
socio-political moyements that ma..~e an impact at regional and national leYe1s' 
(Jackson & 'van Vlaenderen, 1994, in Macleod, 2004, p.531). Literature has also 
indicated that PAR can present numerous challenge':.; for the researcher. Thus, the 
ditTiculties of combining the many roles of facilitator, catalyst, capacity-builder and 
researcher can be complicated and potentially limiting if communities attempt to 
classify them into a particular category (,'[111 Vlaenderen & Neyes, 2004). In addition, 
the same authors present concems about the difficulty of gaining access as [111 
outsider, particularly to the multiple different stakeholders and subgroupings within 
communities (yan Vlaenderen & Neves, 2004). Nonetheless. for all the many 
criticisms. it was felt that PAR most adequately allowed for interaction between 
researcher and pmiicipants, and proyided a foundation based on change and 
liberation. \Vhile potentially unrealistically optimistic. it striYes for a hopeful fUhlre 
\vhich appeal'S significant and useful in the midst of multiple oppressiye elements. 
Significantly, and as expounded upon by Long (999). while there is a recognised 
need for community approaches in South Africa which yalue politically aware 
psychological practice, few extended analyses of community psychological 
inteITentions have been undertaken. In addition, community psychology has been 
critiqued for its lack of theory (Long, 1999: S\vartz, 1998) and few studies have 
investigated the challenges of interventions critically (van Ylaenderen & Neyes, 
2004). Little precedent has been set, therefore, in investigating. understanding and 
analysing the diiTiculties sun-ounding the iailure or lack of success of a community 










experiences inherent in the projects construction, might be useful for future attempts 
of a community interwntion (Long, 1999). 
3.2.1 Reflexivity '-~ triangulation 
The design of the study relies hem.'ily on re±1exivity, particularly on the part of the 
amhor. Though more positivist research positions may suggest that 'objectivity' is 
crucial. a growing body of literature suggests that such neutrality is unattainable 
(Long, 1999). In addition, it is proposed that by recognising the inherent position of 
the researcher and embracing subjectivity, the author is able to bring an awareness of 
him or herself to the study in a manner that is required for ret1ective research (Mama, 
1995). A focus then, is given to the ret1ective nature of the process that competently 
lists, and explores. the subjective position and the inherent nature of pmver \vithin 
relationships. Not insignificantly, Parker and BUlman (1993, in Foster, 2004), wam 
that ret1exiYity can shift a\vay iI'om political accountabilit:", and move toward personal 
confession and emotional inyestment. It is crucial then that an author is aware of such 
a potential and ensures, where possible, that reflexivity is used prudently and to 
enhance the richness of the research rather than supert1uously self-disclose. 
Triangulation of data is seen as a useful method for reseal'chers to capture multiple 
facets of the same reaiity (Shabalala, 2004). W11ile also helpful in minimising 
researcher bias and the difficulties associated \\'ith ret1exiyity, it "yas useful for this 
thesis, primarily in order to provide a greater context and range iI-om which to 
understand the author's experiences of fonning a support group (Tene Blanche & 
Durrheim, 1999). 
3.3 Sampling 
This project, based on PLI\R principles, sought to most clearly elucidate the process 
and obstacles inyoh:ed in the formation of the group. In tenns of resemch format the 
sampling of the participants differs some"vhat iI'om more cO!lYentional projects. 
Consequently, discussion around non-statistical sampling, which justifies and explains 












Long (1999), thus, cites Hollway (1989) who suggests that statistical sampling is not 
necessarily a condition for generalisability. While this thesis is limited in its 
ambitions, and its sampling accordingly reflects its goal to account for and discuss the 
power relations sUlTounding a specific group, it does hope to attain some le,'el of 
generalisation. Long's (1999) conClse description of her O\,yn project presents a 
similar hope of this author. 'It is suggested that the kinds of struggles and experiences 
which emerged during the course of this intel':ention may be related to similar 
struggles and experiences in other inten:entions precisely because of their relationship 
to the social domain and to shared political, emotional and discursive experiences of 
being South Atiican' (p.49). 
3.3.1 The sampling of participants 
Judgmental sampling, "where participants are acquired for their expertise in the field, 
"was deemed the most appropriate tor this study (SilYennan, 1997). As preyiously 
explained in the introduction, there is relatively little literature and research on men's 
support groups. Consequently, finding men \,yith sufficient expe1tise and experience in 
this area was time-consuming, though ultimately useful in gaining personalised and 
anecdotal experiences. 
A brief synopsIs of the intelTiewees provides some indication of their diverse 
educational levels and professions as well as their interest and experience in the field 
of HI\, AIDS. 
1) XC*, the first interviewee (21 st August 2005), is a registered psychiatric nurse. He 
cunently \yorks at a major hospital in Cape T own, though has been on study-1eaye tor 
the past year, enabling him to complete his Masters in ad\"anced psychiatry. XC is 
patticulmly inyolyed in a prominent local church that runs numerous HIVAIDS 
support groups, including a once-a-vveek men's group, which he helps facilitate. 
2) BN, the second interviewee (20th September 2005). has been employed as a health 
promoter at a local uni"versity since 2002. BN is HI\, positiye and. in his time at the 










running regularly once-a-\veek the group is relatiyely smalL and BN estimates that in 
his three-year tenure. less than five men haye attended. 
3) AT (29th September 2005) is employed by an intemationaL non-profit, faith-based 
organisation in\"olyed in community based HIV AIDS cme, preyention and support. 
AT works closely in undel1Jrivileged communities with a local NGO that aims to 
create healthy gender roles, while simultrmeously allowing men to examine 
contemporary gender and cultural nOInlS of sexual practice. 
All three interviewees have a great deal of experience between them in the field of 
fonning and sustaining HIVAIDS male SUppOlt groups. giying each a yaluable depth 
of knowledge and practical expertise. 
* Each o/the men have been aSSigned letters as nonws, to prOt'ide anon)mi(1.·. Ihese 
letters 1rill be 1Ised throughou.t the thesis 1ihen referrmg to the mter1'ieh'ees 
indi1'idual~1·. 
3.4 Data collection and procedure 
As outlined in the design. the project describes and critically renects on the 
sUlTounding obstacles and dynamics embedded in the interwntion of a HIVAIDS 
support group for men. The data tor this thesis consisted of indiyidual inten"iews with 
three men closely cOlmected \yith facilitating or forming HIV male support groups. 
These intel':iews were crucial in expanding on, and triangulating with. the yarious 
themes that arose during the group's formation. and allowed tor a broader 
understanding of the process, specifically around issues pe!taining to gender and 
ideology. 
With some difficulty. and through contacts with organisations and personal 
references, three men were interviewed using a semi-structured intel':iev," schedule. 
The men all had yarying experiences in staning HIV male support groups (as detailed 
earlier). They were all inten"iewed follo\ying the conclusion of the project's process -
betv;een August and September 2005, <md each lasting approximately all hour. The 
three inten"iews were all tape recorded and later transcribed and the inten"iewees were 











The interview schedule 'was broad and aimed to co\~er issues of male supp011 groups, 
HIV, the difficulty of stat1ing groups, male groups in South Africa, 'why men do not 
attend, practical solutions to the problems etc (See Appendix I for intelTiew 
schedule). Finally, a large degree of flexibility \\1thin the semi-structured intelyie\v 
schedules was permitted, pat,ticularly as it encouraged and validated the responses of 
the intelyiewees, in consequence providing greater depth (SilverrnatL 199Tl. 
The author's expenences in fonning, creating and developing a suppot1 group has 
been included as complementat·y data that expanded on and triatlgulated with the 
themes that arose from the primary intervie\\~s. Such a reflective account, 'which relies 
heavily on memories and recollections, was greatly aided by notes atld diary entries 
taken and made during atld after the group's sessions and missed sessions. 
In relation to procedure, and in addition to formally interviewing the group's co-
facilitator, Mr A, around the difficulties of forming the group, there v;as continual 
reflection on the vat'ious themes and obstacles faced in attempting to start the group. 
The three subsequent intelTiews with practitioners in the field (detailed below) also 
provided a triatlgulated description that more roundly captured the multiple Issues 
invoh:ed in starting HIV men's suppoti groups in a South African context. 
3.5 Method of analysis 
Thematic analysis of the data \-vas used to ifl\:estigate atlCl examine the material iiom 
both interviews and the process notes of the intelTention (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). 
Boulton and Hammersley'S (1996) proposal, which delineates the process of dra\ving 
themes from uncoded data, was broadly follovwd. The method suggests close reading 
of the intelTiew maTeriaL followed by generating as many categories as possible 
before gradually extracting and orgatlising the now coded material into themes. The 
authors also encourage a contrast and comparison of the data 3...11d themes to ensure a 
richness of analysis. Further, they suggest that the themes be integrated into a net\",~ork 
of relationships (Boulton & Hammersley, 1996). For the purposes of this study, the 
themes were sepat'ated into four levels 'viz: inch-viduaL interpersonaL environmental 










analysis itself is relatiyely artificial and yet a similarly layered approach has been 
employed by a number of authors in outlining the many leyels at which programmes 
may be int1uenced (Louw & Edwards, 1997: S\vartz, 1998). 
The yarious emerging themes were then analysed in more detail at the appropriate 
leyels. In particular, a critical perspecti've is taken, \-vhich focuses on the means by 
which power int1uenced the many ditliculties experienced during the group's 
fonnation. Critical analysis, which as expounded upon in the literature re'new. 
focuses heayily on the oppression and emancipation of society and the most germane 
role of psychology therein, was thought an appropriate tool to explore and analyse the 
obstacles that confronted the project. An emphasis, thus, was put on the multiple 
leyels and dynamics of pmver \vithin the inten:ention and specifically the Yario11s 
challenges that were faced. 
3.5.1 Ethical considerations 
There are certain ethical ditliculties that might be created and raised in a study that so 
closely inyolyes a community and which hopes to investigate personal and often 
nllnerable relationships, subjects and issues. Consequently, names and details haye, 
where appropriate, been altered in order to disguise the identities of those inyolyed. In 
addition, effol1 was taken, throughout the process, to explain and detail the aims [mel 
objectiYes of both the research and project to pal1icipants, intervie\;\'ees and co-
facilitator. 
Ma'.-" (1996) and Long (1999) describe the ethical difficulties of sharing and 
describing intimate relationships. Both authors describe concerns about betrayal and 
worries about causing offence to those inyoh:ed in their respectiYe community 
intelTentions. Long (1999) cites McNamee & Gergen (1992) \\'ho suggest that po\\'er 
dynamics between client and practitioner are played out between subject and 
researcher, creating hierarchical relationships, palticulmly regarcl11lg access to truth 
and knowledge. This thesis. the ideological foundation of which is based on critical 
theory, \\Tluld be amiss in not regmding these issues. Consequently. renexiyity and 











describe the dynamics of power. As explained preyiously, objecti"vity was not deemed 
possible or particularly desirable and yet being ethically accountable and responsible 
,,,,as thought primary. The author thus hopes to haye kept to the principles of P A.."R.. and 
critical theory, "which, in aspiring toward an egalitzu'ian state, hopes. if not to free itself 














This chapter describes the results of the study, outlining the multiple themes that arose 
from the three inten:ievvs done with experts in the field of HIV AIDS male support 
groups. The themes have been broadly di,-ided into the follmving categories, group, 
HIV iuDS. masculinity and culture. 
The second section of the chapter, includes a closer inspection of the themes that 
arose from the author's experience of attempting to stali an HIV AIDS support group 
for men. The focus of that portion includes themes that coyer the idiosyncratic 
difficulties inyob,,-ed in the interYention. including the difficulties of planning and 
preparation, as well as questions of attendance and language. The author's 0,,"11 
assumptions in forming the group will also be expounded upon. 
4.2 GROUPS 
It \vas interesting and significant that all three of the interyiewees felt that men-only 
groups were useful and could proyicle support. It was belieyecL for example, that: 
'Quite a lot a/males afllmnt to have someone to talk too and ha\'e a lot a/issues they 
1rant to talk discuss .. HIV is one of [hem '. rES) 
Two of the interviewees suggested that such meetings enabled men too express 
themselyes in a supportiye and understanding atmosphere. Specifically, they felt that 
men would be more comfotiable discussing their issues away from \vomen. Wllile it 
was felt that perhaps there would be particular male issues to discuss, e.g. sexual 
dysfunction, it seemed that merely being out of the presence of women would allov>" 
men to make themselyes vulnerable. This suggestion that men as a demographic 
group haye something particular that binds them, nanlely their gender, vvas later 











homogeneous category of man would prm.'ide sufficient reason to bond. Issues of 
competition, dominance and other variables that may hm'e had an adverse role to play 
in single sex group dynamics, were not immediately discussed. Thus, the apparently 
overwhelming or stitling presence of \Vomen was seen as primary in preyenting men 
from discussing sensitive topics and \-vas deemed the most imp01tant justification t~Jr 
an exclusiyely male group, patiicularly given the general consensus that men do not 
easily discuss such issues. 
'So men are not bemg open and complaimng oftalkmg bemg afemale thing' (XC) 
'And zts nO[ easyfor some men to open up m an em'iromnent Hhere there areficmzales' 
fRV) 
Another important theme \o"as the evolution of groups. This was felt by t\ovO of the 
respondents to be a determining factor in their potential for a positive prognosis. One 
intelTie\vee, for example. acknO\vledged that multiple men-only groups had been 
attempted, but few had succeeded in any sustainable foml. The difficulty of srarting 
one \vhen there is no structure in place, was noted in patticular. T\\'o successful 
models, both emphasising the e'\'olution rather than creation of groups, were 
discussed. One recounted a group that had evolved out of a natural need in a larger 
HIV sUppOlt structure. 1\feetings of sixty to eighty people were occurring e'\'ery week 
for people \'·,ith HIYAIDS, and it \-vas felt the few men who were aniying, did not 
feel comfortable to talk. Consequently, a breakaway men-only group was formed and 
members naturally migrated from the bigger group to this smaller group, where they 
became increasingly confident and able to engage with issues of personal importance. 
There \.vere numerous benefits born from such an evolution. and it was explained that 
the men who arrived in the smaller group were self-selected, and consequently 
motiYated and interested. Such people went on to not only facilitate the group, but 
also recruit additional members, enabling the group to grow. Indeed, the original 
facilitators had little work to do in this sma11er group. 
'Because most of the tune, they (the group tnemberSi are the ones 1tho are rurmmg the 











A second model, used by Hope World Wide, suggested joining up \\"ith existing 
groups in different communities. This approach, successfully enabled organisations 
interested in HIVAIDS or gender conscientising, to proyide education and support 
around particular issues or topics. The model also encouraged indiyidual members of 
the group to be taught around specific areas. By using existing inter.:entions and 
\.vorking with members of the community, organisations like Hope \Vorld Wide are 
able to reach a far greater spectrum of people in an authentic and culturally acceptable 
and sensiriye manner. The theme of using community intelYentions or projects that 
had been initiated by the members of the community themselyes, was thought to be 
useful and arose on a number of occasions during the intelTiews. 
Ihere are organisatIOns alrea(~<v talking about issues, say traditional Issues or the 
schools irhere merl go for circumcIsion, where you get all men sittmg round there 
dIscussing. So .1'011 hare to mobiflse that group. f (AI! 
'And then also some outside organisatIOns, like Inale orgamsations ltke choirs or 
,t'owh clubs' {XCi 
Two respondents agreed that actively starting a group, rather than having it e,"olve 
naturally from a perceiYed need or by attaching to an existing group, posed significant 
challenges. As one inten:ievvee, who had had particular diHicuIties in sustaining a 
group even with a number of supportive organisational structures and sponsors, 
'It's d(tJicult when there's nothmg In place' {xc} 
4.3 Additional Challenges 
All thl'ee men identified particular challenges facing HI\ Y i\IDS support groups for 
men. While stigma and denial 'will be discussed in a later section, the <>imple question 
of attendance was seen as patticularly tiustrating. Anecdotal experiences related an 
astoIllshing dearth in pmticipation. One respondent in patiicular experienced that 
within three yeat's of running a mixed weekly suppOIi group, less than ±l\"e men had 










'It's tlit? same thing, [he t1luJlbers, that's the big d{(f/cult}" and:roli art? seemg new 
.races all the time. ' (Xc) 
32 
The reference to the lack of continuity in attendance is notable, indicating that it is 
rare for men to attend groups on a regulill' basis, making it difficult to build the trust 
required for members to feel safe and discuss more intimate issues. Tvvo vvays of 
addressing this issue were proposed. First. that such groups should be 'open', 
allo\-ying entrance to anyone \:vishing to attend. This, it was expanded, might import 
the inclusion of both 'infected and affected', thus, not limiting attendance too only 
those 'with HIV AIDS. 
'Ja, 1t'e mmetl1nes talk about it being both ir~fected and a.[reef, not nece,ssanl:rJust 
i1ffected. So 11'£' try to rnake it (the support group) open so that we can t1")' to get men 
coming' (Xc) 
\Vhilst this may present other challenges, it v,'ould, it \-,as suggested, increase the 
numbers of men attending, The second proposal was to include more social illld 
practical elements to the actiyity' roster of the group, Accordingly, it was justified that 
men 'would be rnore likelv to talk openly in an eIr:.ironment where they felt 
unthreatened. Consequently, these social elements may increase feelings of 
togethemess and promote a relaxed atmosphere. Fur1her, the introduction of job-
creation mm: be illl additional motivation. 
Significillltly, this final suggestion was not met \\'ith agreement iiom all the 
intelTiewees. One respondent did not agree that practical and social actiyities 'would 
encourage shill'ing. Indeed, this argument postulated that such an approach might 
allow for illld permit further denial of difficult topics. Rather, the theme continued, 
stigmatised topics, including HIVAIDS, should be dealt with in a f011hright milll1lec 
creating illl enyironment in which it vvas acceptable to discuss authentic feelings and 
experiences, The theme \vas perhaps best summarised in the following quote, 
'PeOI)/e talk about sJ)ort, instead aftalking about rea/feelings" (Ali 
A final point that mose as a potential challenge in relation to forming groups, was the 










interwntion. According to the interviewees. the imp01tance of gauging and appraising 
vT·hat is required it-om a group, if that is chosen as the best fitting modality, was 
necessary for the correct utilisation of resources. An apposite analogy from one 
respondent react 
"You rwed to do an assessment, to see "\jlzat people rea1z,-' need at [he time, so they 
might not t/i!ed bread, but they need butter rather. So don't brmg bread then, because 
it 1I'i/i be a ll'oste. Wi! hen'l! to . go and spend time 1i'ilh them . and {JS'iPSS and ,,)pe 
h'ho needs H'hat accordmg to their cllstoms and ,'alues, Ilzen H'e can say thiS group 
needs that. ' (AI; 
The importance of establishing the needs of a group also arose in relation to 
masculinity. 
4.4 lVlasculinity 
A number of themes regarding masculinity and its in±1uence on SUPpOlt group 
dynamics and HIY AIDS ,\-';ere put forward. The male role, hov,; men cope with 
HIV AIDS, a qualitatiyely distinct African masculinity and prioritised needs ,\-vere all 
brought forward as notable themes. 
A primary theme that arose, elucidated by all the interyiewees. examined the \-vay in 
which the construct of masculinity influences the way men behaye, and consequently, 
how they cope \\ith ditlicult circumstances. All respondents commented that men deal 
'\-vith problems in specific and socially mediated ways, Thus, it was agreed that men 
ha~:e been taught not to share or express themselyes emotionally. particular 1)' 
compared to women. This unwillingness to expose their yulnerability did not infer 
that men did not haye emotions. but rather that they did not reyeal them, In this regard 
all respondents felt that this construct promoted denial and seyerely restricted the 
ability of men to interact with difficult topics like HIV AIDS, Thus it was explained 
that. 
'J4<?n don't take disappomtrnent in a poslfh'e 1my .. (they; oftenfei?! powerless H'hen 











The reaction to such helplessness, it was suggested, might be best represented on a 
spectrum. A more aware man would be able to express his feelings and understand 
how this socially constructed role prohibits him and affects his behaviours. At the 
other end of the continuum, indicated by a number of the intelTie\wes, men deal \vit11 
problems in a number of practical and at times anti-social ways. Denial, alcohol use 
and abuse, violence and increased stigma \-wre all seen as 'ways for unenlightened 
men to deal with uncomfortable or distressing issues and emotions. 
'.:.'vic/II are taking rtlore risks, and unnecessary nsks. gomg Jl'om one shebeen to 
another, ok, and drmk all flight. Ihey can also become t'io/ent' fA!) 
Though not stated explicitly, the implication was that the majority of men fell into thi'3 
category. Thus, although it was commented that a change occurs when men become 
conscientised to their emotions and defensive practices, it was added that this seemed 
confined to a relatively small group. 
'~fyou look at our culture it is evolvmg actua!zv, tVe are becoming more 1!esternised, 
so .t'0i! find some men are sh01nng their emotions' (XCj 
This theme then. of masculine copmg strategies and behayiours \-vas seen as 
particularly significant in relation to support groups, and \vhy so few men attended 
and seemed hesitant to interact when they did. It was perhaps most succinctly 
encapsulated in the following line, 
'HI V AIDS IS a d{(ficult subject to discuss amongst men' rAI) 
African masculinity in paI1icular was raised by the inten'ie"wes as being peliinent to 
discussions aI'ounel male behaviour and men's interactions in support groups. It 
appeaTed that all A±t-icaIl masculinity increased or fortified the cultural stereotype of 
masculinity in general. Thus it \vas explained that. 
'In the Afhcan culture, males do not easily talk, espeCial!..,' H"ith/enzales, the .. do not 











The concept that African masculinity \-vas, in some ways, quantitatiyely different tiom 
other masculinities 'was enforced by two of the inten-ie",;ees. Further, they suggested 
that it was also quahtatiyely distinct from more \Vestem constructions. Eyidence for 
this \vas giyen in the repOlted example that younger men. in being respectful of older 
men, would often not talk to them as a sign of reg[U'Cl. This \vas seen as especially 
in±1uential in the setting of HIV,AIDS suppOl1 groups. Such an example, it \vas 
intimated, proyided a useful motif of one of the multiple ways in which the broad 
concept of Atiican masculinity \vas made manifest in the group. Culture and the 
manifold and malleable forms of masculinity \-vere seen to be particularly pertinent to 
discussions of HIV i\IDS groups and the attendance [md behayiour of men within 
them. 
Also connected to the construct of masculinity, was a theme surrounding prioritised 
needs. Thus, it was postulated by the inten'iewees, that men often had multiple 
difficulties to oyercome. Fmther, gi\'en the more immediate concems facing some of 
them, e.g. unemployment pOyel1y, financial concerns and a lack of tood, HIV'AIDS 
was not a priority. It was further submitted that this theme could be eyidenced by the 
fact that the fe\,- men who did attend suppon groups, appeared attracted by the 
prospect of a 'hidden agenda', i.e. job seeking, 
'E"en {f tl/e.t' need to go f(w baSIC trainingfor HIVAlD5. ro understand in their social 
hves the danger of HIV so the:v llDUid corne (to su.pport groups) . lookmgfor 
Jobs.' rAI) 
It ,xas also anecdotally explained that a high propOltion of men attending groups did 
so to get the il)ocl that was handed out on a weekly basis. rather than to discuss 
HIV AIDS or gain supp01i around their experience of or with it. The emphasis on the 
consequences of poverty and unemployment on the lives of men, panicularly those in 
to\-vnship settings \vas seen an inevitable and not to be underestimated as explaining 
or justit),'ing the motiYation and behaviours of men in relation to SUpp011 groups. 
Inevitablv. related to both the arguments about prioritised needs and discussion 
around the role of masculinitv in society, there \,,"as a conclusion that there are 
currently fe\-\" resources specifically designed to target or assist men in dealing with 











sen'lCes are ayailable but the masculine role preYents such sernces from being 
utilised sufficiently, thus they are not sustained. As an example and as mentioned 
preyiously, it \\"as belieyed that mrmy excluslyely male HIV AIDS support groups had 
been started, but that fe\.\" sUlTi-\'ed. i'"Jlother possibility put forward. \vas that men do 
not often speak about their difficulties and this inability to acti"vely adyocate for or 
seek help, meant that help-seeking resources did not sufficiently regard men's 
difficulties regarding HI\' AIDS and thus cater for them. 
'We all.f'eel, 1j'e" hal'e emotions)ust hke 11'omen do, i(5)1!St that our emotions, 11"e do 
hide them. Ok, so, because the..l' (H'omenJ are expressing then1, they tend to get help 
much quzcker. because 11'0nU'1l complain and then the g01'ernment 15 gomg to hare to 
make sure that they get 1rhat they "ant. Where men, then, hm'e to pretend ererything 
is alright' rAlJ 
Finally, to understand the lack of male focused attention, it ",yas suggested that the 
changing nature of society has created a focus on women. Perhaps appropriately, the 
inten:iewees said, giyen the oppression of women in the past, the pendulum has no"v 
SV,11Ilg to"v;ard a focus and emphasis on women at many leyels. The consequence of 
such compensation, it was suggested, is the cunent ostracisation of masculinity. 
'In fact I'm sa,ving nOll'ad{{1.'s won-zen OrE" so emp011'ered and thE")' kn01l' their issues. 
And I think some (~rUS males feel threatened by that. ' rRV) 
4.5 HIV/AIDS 
\Vhile HIYiJDS has been discussed to some degree already 111 this chapter. one 
paIiicular theme that arose desen'es further expansion. The interaction beh·;een 
masculinity and mVAIDS was addressed by all of the intelTiewees. The role of 
stigma and the conCU11'ent ostrasisation by communities aIid families \vas seen as 
prominent in the li\'es of many men liying with HIYAIDS. Such contempt from 
numerous parties, the respondents continued, might be felt in multiple aI'eas of a 











\villingness to attend a group designed specifically around HIY AIDS. It \vas 
explained that such a man might, not unjustifiably, believe. 
'ffrm gozng to be seen going to the HIV.5111JjJort group, then 1 trill be taken as HIV 
posltn'e and then 1 won't be able to getfemales.' (XCi 
Such a comment links closely to questions sunounding the disclosure of status. Such 
an issue was seen as an important but di±Ticult decision in this respect. Significantly, it 
'was thought that HIVAIDS in some \vay made them feel like less of a man. 
preventing them from fulfilling the role of provider and protector that had been taught 
to them by society. Indeed, as the previous quote alluded too, unable to fulfil a sexual 
role, an impoliant area of masculinity. A further comment on the providing role 
expressed some of the fears men might have in having their positions usurped. 
'Ih(1.' ,wnt to be abie ro provide for theirfanuhes, because If IS a threat to some 
males when they go home and the l!'Omen is prol'lcimg '. (AI; 
The role and duties of men, 'which ultimately makes up the construction of 
masculinity and the associated position in society, \\as a feature of the inte!yie\.\'s. 
particularly in relation to HIV AIDS. It seemed that living \\-ith the virus presented 
perceiYed obstacles to being a man, that there \vere real fears amongst men that 
contracting the 'virus "','QuId end their ability to be men. Within support groups, then, it 
was felt that there was a place to legitimately reclaim that masculinitv. Such an 
atmosphere. it was hopecL could show them that. 
'Ihey are still males, that theJ' are not less males because they are HIV posittve. ' 
(XCi 
The perceiyed concerns around stigma, howel.'er, 'were seen as a real obstacle to men 
attending support groups. An important, if subtle theme, emerged in relation to the 
general attitudes towards HIV/AIDS in South Africa. Thus. 'while their \,yas 
di sappointment and frustration as to the apparent obstinate and indeed ignorance of 
men regarding what the virus does, and how it is understood and dealt with, there \vas 
a seme that opinions \vere changing. And with the shift the possibility for a change in 











ostracisation. Such a moyement that might allmv those cunently to tearful of corning 
forward for support, to attend groups v;ithout concern for the unwananted 
consequences. Thus, it was perhaps hopefully explained, 
'With the publici(r that there is at the moment, people are startmg to get thefeel of 
HIV AIDS, and not shzmpeopie that much mmy "Its changmg.·(XCi 
4.6 Culture 
A number of themes were discussed regarding culture and its int1uence on the process 
of fOlTIling and sustaining HIV AIDS male support groups. A particular emphasis ~was 
put on the dynamic and e\'otving nature of cultures, and pat1icularly ho\-\' such a 
dewlopment aftects the way communities seek help. Thus, it was suggested that 
African culture is becoming more 'westernised'. This shift, it was argued, endorses a 
moyement Rvyay from an extended family-orientated support. vyhere uncles, aunts and 
grandparents might be approached for help. supp01i or adylce. The mcrvement towards 
a nuclear style family was deemed significant. as households no longer had supportlye 
structures to rely on. Instead, they might make use of psychologists. or support 
groups. Other struchlres were necessa.ry. it ~was concluded, to take the place of more 
traditional assistance. 
'So there is a shift. ~V01t' It is dzaneinv and we have nuclear ((mlilies 1t'here it is on!1' 
~. LA L" ~ ~ 
my iqle and] that are here. No~H'] need a support s)'stem somewhere and (f] am 
hm.'mg fJ1Olle)' then I1J'ill go see a ps:vchologist . (XC) 
Township lite ~was also highlighted in relation to culture. Aside from the explicit 
consensus that such communities are difficult places in ~which to liye, inYoh'ing 
hardships, most significantly linked to poyerty. there was also some discussion around 
their transitional nature. Linked closely to the eyolutioll of cultures described 
pre\'iously, to~wnships \vere seen as fragmented communities. that were unable to 
proyide the SUpp011 that more established rural locales could. £Yidently then, the 
cultural transition from less dey eloped areas. plays a significant part in how and vvhat 











'In bigger fOHns it '5 d{(ferenL (people) are on [heir Oil'?2, thet, are scattered .. 
People hare to be depf'ndmg on themselt'es. So its wr\' d{(ficultfor men to develop 
from rural towns to bigger areas.' rAI) 
4.7 Learning from experiences: the process 
In the absence of more quantifiable data, the process itself, including my illl:olvement 
and the development of the group, holds increased qualitatiye significance (Terre 
Blanche & Dunheim, 1999). Consequently. some etl011 \\"i11 be de-oted to outlining 
the difficulties and challenges surrounding the evolution of the group <md detailing the 
themes that can be dra\vn from those experiences. Such themes. though in some 
respects divergent from the broader themes produced by the three inten:iewees, allow 
for a closer inspection of the intricacies and challenges involved in the Panicipant 
Action Research intervention that took place. Specifically, issues sunounding 
planning. dialogue ·with the community, language and recruitment will be expanded 
on. 
The irnpO!1anCe and utility of preparation within the project was not underestimated 
and some considerable etl011 went into planning the intelYention. Gi,-en the focus of 
the thesis, emphasis has been put on the difficulties of planning a project of this 
nature. Most evidently, the uncertainty of planning a project based on multiple 
personal assumptions and v;ithout a sufficient needs analysis, created numerous 
complications. 
Eyidently, a project based so strongly on conjecture and opinion. and with so little 
discussion with the community itself regarding its own needs, \-vas less than ideal. 
Although there may have been some reasoned moti·vation to begin the intenention 
without su±licient awareness of what the community required, it nonetheless hild 
significant impact on the ability of the project to meet the needs of the community. 
Aside from l'vfr A himself the community was conspicuously absent in many of our 
early discussions and planning sessions. Consequently. \vhile preparation was 
considered imp011ant it neglected to adequately involye the main stakeholders in the 











Funher, numerous additional challenges meant that although we had three' groups' in 
all, we were not able to meaningfully sustain the meetings in a 'way that we felt to be 
useful or supp0I1ive. In particular, problems and tensions concerning recruitment and 
language 'will be elucidated. It is notable that the majority of the ditTiculties to be 
explored were, and are, complex and multifaceted, leaving solutions equally unclear. 
A significant challenge concerned identit"),-ing appropriate patiicipants and the 
ditTiculty of recruiting them. Thus, while 'Ne expected to come up against problems of 
finding members. it 'was hoped that follovving an initial period. word of mouth and 
refenals from clinics and churches \vould al1o-w the group to grow. The continued 
poor turnout, howeyer, was poor. As a result yarious proposals. including joining 'with 
a local youth group and contacting the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), a 
proactiYe organisation that vvas visible in fighting for the rollout of Anti Retrovirals, 
were mooted. It is significant that although there were a number of suggestions to 
overcome limited numbers, many of which \vere followed up, it was difficult to 
overcome the fundamental problem that vve had too few participants. A factor that 
was necessary for the group to be sustained in allY useful fODn 
A further challenge that requires some elaboration surrounds the obstacle of language, 
'which was, predictably, a major barrier. I had only a rudimental';'- understallding of 
Xhosa atid none of the three participants were able to speak more than broken 
English. Consequently, :tv'lr A became the designated mmslator alid seemed confident 
in ensuring that communication 'was at least functional. There is a plethora of 
literature referring to the difficulties associated with translation (T ene Blanche & 
Durrheim. 1999). Perhaps the most significatlt of these, for this project and 
particularly for the first session, \\'as its hindrance in building rapport. The three \-vay 
exchange between myself, ]'vir A and the members was tedious and made any 
meaningful disCUSSlOll dit1icult Not\vithstanding the many obstacles, Mr A did, from 
what I could ascertain, a commendable job and seemed able to hold the process 
together in both trying and inopportune circumstances. 
There vvere numerous challenges involved in the running of the groups, the majority 
of \vhich were complex and dit1:1cult to isolate, and consequently hard to understand, 











be t\yO of the more challenging aspects, and likely preyented the group sustaining 
itself without continued input irom myself and ]\1r A. 
4.8 Chapter sUDlmary 
It is clear, il'om the section above, that the practicalities of creating, plmming a..'1d 
sustaining a support group of the nature described, produce significant challenges. 
The enyironment and context, invested relationships, motivations and frustrations of 
the researcher all produce obstacles that are increasingly complex "\-yhen inyestigated. 
It is also significant that the two sections of this chapter were not largely diYergent or 
contradictory in the themes they produced. The three illterdewees and the authors 
o\yn experience appear similar in many respects, paliicularly regal"ding the difficulty 
of accessing and recruiting patiicipants. FunheL the impOliallCe of planning and 
preparation. particularly to assess the needs and Wallts of specific communities. \yas 
seen as yita1 in both sections of the chapter. 
It is hoped that a critical discussion of the areas detailed, and including the themes 
outlined by the expert inteITie"\-vees, will further examine the wavs in \-yhich power 














It is beyond the scope of this thesis to account for and extrapolate all the factors 
inyolyed in the group's demise. or reasons for its limited success. Neyertheless, it is 
clear that the group confronted numerous difficulties on a number of leyels, many of 
which wan ant discussion. Consequently, this section "\.yill attempt to consider 
caTefully what the author, in conjunction "\.vith releyant literature and based on themes 
drawn from inteniews, considers the more pertinent of these reasons. 
The discussion has been diyided into sewral leye1s. including indiyiduaL 
interpersonal. eIlyironmental and soc to-political. Clearly such boundaries are. in many 
respects. arbitrary or at best, academic, as critical theory postulates that pmver is 
central to and indistinguishable from all interactions and relations (Tu:ffin, 2005). 
Such distinctions. then. may reify the ,-arious leyels and in so doing preyent dialogue 
around the interaction between them. Where possible, such interaction will be 
accounted for. 
Swartz (1998) notes that critical approaches to cultural mental health are not separate 
from other approaches. though equally he explains that they are unified in their 
ex::unination of po·weI'. It seems, then. both prececiented and prudent in this layered 
assessment. to include a range of eclectic approaches ::UlCl understandings that engage 
with questions of power, culture, gender and enyironment 
5.2 Individual 
The incli',:idual leyel might be explored or interpreted in a number of 'ways, and yet 
this thesis will attempt to concentrate its efforts primarily on ex::unining and 











assumptions and understandings, as well as difficulties around thinking and planning 
\yill all be discussed, specifically in relation to community psychology and pO\ver. 
\Vhile critical ret1ection is required in outlining the author's o>.\n role in the process 
detailed earlier, the desired goal is not, indeed cannot be, objectivity. Power cannot be 
separated il'om infomlation. knowledge or relations. and consequently it \\ould be. 
according to critical theory, impossible to achieye an unbiased or objectiye account 
(Tuffin. 200S} Consequently, the critical question. as raised by Sv,-al1z (1998), 
becomes. 'Vv11O is \\Titing about \vhom rmd why':' (p. 22\. A yita1 factor he explains. 
and one common to critical approaches, is that they all, 'ask why knowledge is 
produced and in 'whose interest' (Swartz, 1998. p. 21\ Retlection, then. on the process 
itself and the multiple in±1uencing 'variables, becomes the sought after 'holy grail'. 
To begin. then. it is clear that my O\';n assumptlOns \-\'ere strongly mtluential in 
creating, planning and fonning the project's objectiyes and later its process. Indeed. 
perhaps most dearly. the supposition that a male illY support group \vould be useful. 
Such a fundamental premise, upon which the project \\'as formed. requires more 
careful examination. It appears. prima faCie, that a support group, vvhere men might 
be able to explore their experiences, perhaps specifically of HIY, in rm encouraging 
and supportiye eIl':ironment could be of great assistance. Indeed, all thl'ee of those 
intelyiev,;ed in relation to this topic, concurred with such a belief. 
This is not to say that men's groups are not, after consideration, usefuL rather that it 
was an assumption on my part. The concern, then. is that such an assumption goes 
some way toward reifying or accentuating the gender diyide. By giying preference to 
a p3rticular group certain elements are giyen increased impcn1ance. often to the 
detriment of others. In this case. for example, it might be claimed that stereotypically 
male traits, like their perceiyed unwillingness to seek help or a predilection tovvard not 
discussing emotional subjects, were oyerly yalued. As a consequence, other f:C1cets of 
their experience as people were left unexplored. Thus. as \'yi11 be discussed in more 
detail later. for many men in the group. factors of poYerty, joblessness were more 
impoliant than ill\/. A focus on those issues. for exanlple. may haye been of more 












In the same way that my assumption about men was initially uIlexa,rnined, it might 
also be suggested that a similm' position could be taken in relation to both HI\~ mld 
SUppOlt groups. Thus, as mentioned. the topic of HIV was not necessarily regarded by 
participzillts as being the topic they most \vmlted to discuss. Equally, support groups, 
though endorsed by academic literature, were not perhaps the most culturally 
appropriate or accepted method of recelying supp011 within this setting Uackson, 
1992). My own western bound ideological grounding, howeyer, as a neophyte 
psychologist and augmented by a university education, heayily priyileged the 'talking 
cure'. \Vith such a predisposition it is perhaps unsurprising that I encouraged a 
lmlguage-based group, though, rather ineffectually, was flexible within that, yiz-a-"\'lz 
supp011 group, mutual assistance group, self-help group as described by Kmtz (1997). 
Yet it was clear from the pmlicipmlts and also in the subsequent intelyiews that a 
more practically based approach would likely constitute and facilitate better 
interaction mld support. My own, in mmly senses insufficiently considered 
assumptions, theIL had a profound effect on the group's constitution, mld 
consequently its ability to be ±1exible according to the groups needs and requirements. 
Such a critical look at my own assumptions mld their effects leads to discussion 
around the construction of the group. It could weB be argued that a better planned mld 
conceptualized project may haye yielded better results and preyentecL or at leaST 
predicted, the multiple problems encountered in the group. Certainly such a 
conclusion is not 'without merit. Although :tv'lr A and myself made eyery attempt to 
plan the group before it began and listen as closely as possible to the requests, 
thoughts mld suggestions made by the participmlts it seems, on ret1ection that it \vas, 
in a cliche, too little too late. A more encompassing and less restrictiYe assessment 
process may haye been more helptlll. 
Certainlv mv nane or overly-ambitious action-resemch approach to the thesis "vas 
int1uential in the plmming of the group. Thus, I was essentially bound to complete a 
thesis and the mnount of mili'1agement and time required to create a group from 
'nothing' \vas, on ret1ection, unrealistic. Gradually, it became clear that I ,vas not able 
to spend the necessary time on the development of the group. and the 'action' 











~Jv o\vn motiyation for the group, then, deselTes some elaboration. I had hoped, 
rather idealistically, to create a sitllatioll in \vhich both 'community' and 'researcher' 
v,'ould benefit (Terre Blanche & Durrheim, 1999). Pilliicularly 'with ~Ir A's concems 
about the community not benefiting from preyiolls research, I \vas determined to find 
the baiance between the two patties. SWill'tz'S (1998) comments that critical 
psychology should not only e.\p!ore cultural factors, but actiyely engage in building. 
changing and liberating, seemed peliinent. The practical elements, hOWeyeL became 
oyerwhelming. and my focus shifted tovvard finishing a thesis. Without wishing to 
oyer-dramatize, it does feel that a celtain repetition has occurred. in which researchers 
or actiyists haye come with pillticular aspirant goals and quixotic assumptions (many 
of which are, if not patently \\Tong. then at least not critically eyaluated) and left 
feeling oyer-whelmed and discouraged. Perhaps thJOugh ret1ection, better, more 
considered attempts can be made. Or, indeed, not made. 
As much of the aboye has reyealed. my own thinking in many areas \vas found 
wanting. ?vI;.: sense of disillusion and oyer\yhelming de-"."astation at the needs. both 
practical and emotionaL presented to rne and the burden of my perceiyed 
responsibility therein, were not, it should be emphasized, lnerely idiosyncratic. Thus, 
in the face of similar settings, others too might experience comparable reactions. 
Ne,-ertheless, such feelings and sensitiyities preYented me from critically assessing 
the process. enyironment and plilllIling as \yell as my role 'within that. S'wartz (1998), 
makes a yaluable comment in this regard. commenting that 'In the field of trauma, the 
urgency (both perceived and actual) to do things ma...~es thinking more difficult. It 
often makes thinking seem like a luxUlY that cannot be afforded.' (p.17a Though I 
\\"as not directly working in a field of trauma. it cel1ainly seems analogous to the 
situation, where thinking became regarded as a luxury and not, as Swartz later 












The interpersonal leyeL chmacterized by its focus on relationships, proyides a useful 
foundation from \yhich to discuss the significant relations that were a part of this 
project. Further, it is important in its ability to negate the reductionist approach often 
taken by mainstream psychology. and so often noted by critical theorists (Tene 
Blanche 8: Durrheim. 1999: Tuffin. 2005). This section, then, ·will elaborate on the 
difficulties vvithin the yarious relationships and their implications for fonning a 
sustainable suppOIi group. 
:tv!y relationship with ?vir A fanned a significant part of this project's deyelopment. 
Our interactions, often interlaced with disagreement [md persistently lln-oh-ing an 
element of povwr had a profound and complicating influence on the group's ability to 
be successful. While we \:vere able to agree on the broader aspects of the group (e. g. 
its importance, and the usefulness of a men-only group). \ow often had dit1erent 
understandings of ho\.-y it should be run. The goals and oyerall objectiyes of the group 
were also. on some inspection, di,·ergent. \\'11ile he, for example, telt that an 
educatiye, more didactic approach would be best, I hoped to proyide a space for the 
panicipants to express their feelings or opinions without necessarily proyiding a best 
route to their solution. Again. it could be suggested that such indecision on our part 
about what the group might offer. or how it should be constituted, was 
countel1Jrocluctiye, and preYented the group from establishing its parameters. 
His longer term hopes for the group were also in contrast to ll11ne and these too 
aftected our relationship and in tum the group. W11iie. fi'om discussions. it appeared 
he ·wanted to obtain employment tiom the group, I ",;as less optimistic about the 
group's future. Such discord around this area may have stood as a motif for an 
imp011ant element of our relationship, namely the dynamics of pov,er, which 
ineyitabh- aftected our ability to interact on an equal leyel. A number of complex 












ivIr A's role as gatekeeper to the community, produced an inTeresting and someiyhat 
ironic shift in our power relations. Thus, I found myself powerless in many inys, as it 
"was he \',-ho "was able to cormect "with members of the community and generate the 
members necessary for the running of the group (Interestingly. Hope World-Wide use 
a similar principle of connecting with people in the community, though they generally 
recruit people who are already pan of an existing group.). Although. as ",,"ill be 
discussed lateL other organizations could and should haye been used to market the 
group, his role in connecting \ ..... ith prospectiye members \,;as paramount to the group's 
success. He was able to screen and decide which members were appropriate ,,"vithout 
consultation and consequently, had unambiguous authority in "who "vould or could 
attend the group. Thus. ",,-hile I may haye possessed the economic power. it was he 
\vho directly controlled the groups running and participants. 
Also included in the interpersonal leyel should be some discussion around the group 
members themsel-ves. From the intel':ie"Ys and releyam literature. a strong emphasis is 
put on the homogeneity of group members (KlUiz, 1997: Uys & Cameron, 2003). 
Thus, ,,'(hile it might initially appear that being a man and haying HI\' AIDS is 
sufficient in tenn of similar characteristics to form a homogenous group, a closer 
inspection reyeals that these are not necessarily adequate. Uys and Cmneron (2003), 
for example. conclude that 'Although people liying with illY AIDS do share a 
common status, which may at times result in common or specific needs, remember 
that People Liying with HIVAIDS remain unique indiyiduals from diYerse 
populations' (p.87). 
Such a theme v.:ould suggest that age, le:el of occupational mld social functioning. 
familial em:ironmem mld suppOli (or ostrasization), sexl1:.'ll orientation, culture. degree 
of disclosure. stage of HIV infection, knmvledge of the ,-im') and acceptance all play 
piyotal roles in what a supp01i group might hope to achieye and consequently \\-ho 
should attend t Uys & Cameron. 2003). 
GiYen the small amount of men who came fClf\\-arcl it is clear that "we. as instigators. 
had little choice in deciding which members ",;ould benefit iI-om our group. 
Essentially we were willing to accept mlY male with HI\! who ,,'vi shed to attend. Yet 











interaction and commonality that might be hoped for in a 5Upp0l1 group. As an 
anecdotal example, ~1r "/}.~, commented after one of our less interacti"ve sessions that, 
because of particular cultural cotrventions, there ",,-as, and ,,\ouId continue to be, little 
communication or input it'om the younger members. Thus, as mentioned in the 
preyious chapter, out of respect, younger males "would resist commenting and listen 
attentiYely to older members. Such a facet, while not necessarily restrlctiYe to the 
group process, may have been better accommodated in a more homogenous group, 
allmying members to more freely express themselyes and their thoughts, opinions or 
emotions. 
5.4 Environluent level 
The enyironmental leyeL which supplements discussion on the personal and 
interpersonal levels to include broader factors and dynamics, is crucial to assessing 
the obstacles faced by this project. Although a number of areas could have been 
inyestigated in this section, two specific themes ",-;-ill be explored, namely, needs based 
theory and stigma, both of which "vere critical in understanding the process. 
5.4.1 Needs 
From discussions in the group, and also from the subsequent inten:iews, a notable, 
and some"what surprising theme raised surrounded the imp011C11lCe of HI\~ in the liyes 
of these men and the consequent rele,"atlCe of an HIV SUppOl1 group. Thus, the 
explicit atlCl subtle enyironmental pressures placed upon matlY men in a tov.;nship such 
as Masiphumelele were often seen as oyer-whelming. Poyerty ;:mel depriYation, 
including economic hm-dship. poor housing conditions. joblessness and food sh011ages 
a11 played significant roles in the community and ,"Yen: appropriately perceiyecl as 
int1uencing day-to-day liying atlCl choices. A discussion between ::vlr A and myself as 
well as conYersations "with group members, suggested that although HIV was seen as 
importatlt. its potential for short-term damage \-yas less of a problem than other 
difficulties faced in the community, atlCi was thus nOT a primary consideration. An 
HIV suppon group that served food was thus releyant because it seD:ed food, atld not 











Psychological literature around needs, including the seminal 'work of Maslow. 
Murrary and others, would certainly suppOli such obsen:ations (T o\Y!e, 1965: 
Fitzgerald, 1977: Louw & Edwards. 1997). Thus, the hierarchical nature of needs, as 
proposed by Maslo"Y (1971), suggests that cenain, more basic needs should be 
fulfilled prior to em interest in. or the satisfaction of those that are more complex zmd 
amorphous. As an example. he contends that physiological needs, like shelter or food 
are lower on the hierarchy (and thus more imponant) than loye and belonging, \yhich 
might include being in a group and being understood (F itzgerald. 1977). Although 
subsequent critiques of his model haye highlighted difficulties. it seems a relevant 
theoretical stance in this eIlyironment. The difficulty expressed by group members in 
finding an appropriate time for the group to be run, illustrates this point Thus, while 
Saturday moming initially appeared to suit participants, it became increasingly 
eyident that few people "vere able to attend as they \\-ere either working or seeking 
employment. Such a position might rather than implicating men as disinterested or 
umyilling to engage with HIVAIDS, be best understood as a result of the ditTicult 
liying conditions experienced by many residents in Masiphumelele. Importantly. such 
a model would not say that HI\'~ is unimportant or seen as such by those infected, but 
rather that as a long-term problem, in which the health consequences are only to be 
felt in seyeral years, it is of less critical or acute concern. F or the support group, then, 
that focused so strongly on HIY as the target of its support, it could be suggested that 
other aims, like job creation or food distribution, would haye yielded better interest or 
results. 
- 4 ') S~' . ~.' ...... tIgn13 
Another theme that likely had a significant impact on the groups ability to succeed, 
and releyant on a community or enyironmental leyeL is stigma. J\Iuch literature has 
addressed the subject and its int1uence on beha'dour and attitudes (Helman. 2000: 
Herek 1999). As the subject of stigma and discrimination arose in all three of the 
intelTiews and funher arose in the groups themsehTs, it seems plausible to suggest 
that it \\'as a significant factor in preyenting incli'viduals from attending the group. F iie 











positiye indiyiduals (p.63). In additions, numerous authors haye suggested that as a 
consequence of stigma and discrimination, indiyiduals can attempt to pass themselves 
as 'nonnaI' rather than HIV positiye tAlubo, ZwandoL Jobyemi 8;: Omudo, 2002: 
Rohleder, 2004). Further, literature suggests that many HT\~ positive individuals 
choose not to disclose their status to others, "which often results in the patients 
inability to find or receive social and family support often aggTmating then sense of 
helplessness and loneliness (Hackl. Somali, Kell 8;: Kalichman. 1997). Finding 
suiTicient indiyiduals \villing to pmticipate in our group ,,\"as a constmlt difficulty and 
stigma seems to haye been primmy "within that nanatiYe. Stigma, then, as noted by 
releyant lirerahlre, appears to have played a significant role in the success of multiple 
groups and supp011ive structures. 
5.4.3 Gender 
Cunent research suggests that actual difterences between men and \-Wllllen m"e 
relati"\"ely smalL but through stereotyping can be. 'exaggerated out of an propc111ion' 
(LoU\"v 8;: Edwards, 1997. p.772). Such results indicate that caution must necessm"ily 
be taken in eyaluating gender roles and their ei1ect on behaviour. Clearly then, ,vhile 
this project is only hoping to extrapolate on reasons for the limited success of a 
conmmnity intelYentions, it is beyond its boundaries to e':aluate in depth the multiple 
layers in "which this occuned. That said, it is notable. that the male role and men's 
responses to HI\" AIDS. help-seeking and emotions were all seen as significant by 
inte1yiewees in determining the usefulness of a supp011 group. 
Such a belief mllongst the intervievYees, thelL implies that there was a significant 
difference betvveen rnale and iemale responses to HIY AIDS. It \,'as generally 
belieyed that men were bound to fulfill cel1ain social roles, which included supporting 
the family. In so doing. shov-:ing emotion, talking about feelings, displaying weakness 
or seeking help were all seen as 'unmanly'. It was, consequently_ thought that mmly 
men were in denial about HIYAIDS. A11 of these factors were held to be not only in 
lm"ge part responsible for the failure of male support groups but also for the ongoing 











Interestingly, and notwithstanding the preYI0US thoughts on masculinity, all 
respondents adyocated the idea of male SUppOli groups. belieying that not only were 
they useful but necessary for men to talk about their feelings and thoughts regarding 
the yirus. It "yas notable, howe,-er, that the suggestion that more practical ways of 
eliciting male participation might be the most realistic 'way of changing the male role 
as circumscribed by society, was not unanimously agreed upon. This cliYergence. 
rather than unconstructive, could intimate that there are a number of '.Nays to 
accommodate and satiate the emotional needs of men. Indeed. the multiple constructs 
of masculinity might ""I:alidate such [til argument explaining that, since no homogenous 
masculinity exists, so numerous approaches might realistically engage with the 
idiosyncratic needs and coping styles of different men. 
5.S Socio-politicallevel 
The socio-political leye1, drawn on regularly critical literature, seeks to expound on 
the dynamism of power manifest in the groups deyelopment and broader social 
structures. Although the focus of the the<;i <; concentrates on the difficulties associated 
with the group, it is eyident from the discussion that the group may stand as a motif 
for other social processes. Thus, patriarchy, oppression and community approaches to 
health and illness are all explored in more detail. Finally, the role of community 
psychology is inyestigated in an eff01i to understand the effectiyeness of interventions 
such as this. 
Also regarding gender, but on a socio-politicalleyeL was a relevant discussion around 
patriarchy, and the changing power relations 'within society. Although it 'was 
acknov;ledged that men haye previously had particular supremacy or authority mer 
women in multiple areas, it was felt that in relation to HIY AIDS, men ",-\'ere seen as 
haying less or decreasing power. The intriguing shift beh.yeen men being the 
oppressors and becoming the oppressed, was felt to be crucial to the discussion of 
hmv men could be most appropriately supported. In particular, the preyalent theme 
that men rarely attend support groups \-vas felt to be not only a feature of their 
u1l\villingness to engage in the HIV (AIDS discourse. but ::Jso their diminished power 











SUppOl1 programmes \-vere seen to be biased toward women' s issues or rights. 
Consequently, men \-yere seen to haye little yoice or agency in ho\\' support was 
ananged or conceptuEtlized. 
Their role. the argument suggested. \yas often. or im:ariably, perceiyed as being 
confined to that of "ilIans - those \:\'ho spread the disease. As an interyiewee infened, 
why i-yould a nl[ll attend a support group where there are fourteen women, only to 
bear the subsequent angry projections of betrayed and frustrated mdiyiduals':' The 
matter is complex. and an apposite question might ask if men hme a yoice or if they 
are just not using it. Clearly such questions cannot be answered ~without increased 
research in this sphere. though the comparatl,'ely limited literature in this area and the 
fact that there are so few excluslye1y male support groups and orgillllzatlons, goes 
some way to suggest that men are, at least partially, segregated or oppressed in the 
domain of HI\, A1DS. The extent to which this influences their pilliicipation in 
SUPP011 groups, howeyer. cannot realistically or reasonably be eyaluated. The 
influence of power illId its repercussions on this socio-political leyel must be more 
carefully assessed and understood. The chilllging structure of society and the need for 
men to retain or eyaluate their role in creating and sustaining supportiye structures 
must be critiqued. Importantly, hov.;eyer, and as (Rappapor1, 199:2\ explains, 'True 
empuwennent, thell. must be taken rather than giyen fp.16, in Long 1999)'. 
Consequently men must engage with such nanatiYes ili'1d, to the extent they belieye 
themselyes to haye become oppressed, take responsibility for emancipating 
themseb:es. 
Another point of discussion surrounds the changing nature of society. The il'agmented 
nature of many urban to"\vnships, "\vhich often see rural indiyidl1als fonning diYerse 
and eclectic societies. is often in some contrast to the nature of their original 
enyironments. The difficult trilllsition betl';een ,\'estern and African ideologies illld 
traditions can lead to patiiculill' complications. encapsulated in Swanz's (1998) 
description of a creolizing world. Structures and methods of dealing "\vith health, 
illness and lifestyles haye to be re-evaluated and the altered construction often has 
difficulty in finding a balance bet"veen the two. This, in addition to the often 
grindingly difficult economic em-ironment can result in poorly managed, under-











S,,,artz (1998) comments on these t",'o areas as being fundamental to 'the failure of 
mental health services to address the needs of the majority of citizens in this country' 
(p.169). He stipulates that the 'relevance' debate, whereby mental health professionals 
are seen as rooted in a '"vestern' culture' essentially foreign to an African view, has 
been predominantly quieted by cunent rese:lfch (S"vartz. 1998:). Such recent 
investigation has, Sv,-anz claims. cited socio-political factors as being primary to the 
failure of psychology and other disciplines to address mental health needs. Thus. 
trauma and the int1uence of social upheaval on mental health have become focuses of 
debate. Specifically, interest and concern with the psychology of oppression have 
become central ~Nicholas, 1993). Patently, debates sunounding such fragmented, 
under-resourced and traumatized societies are pertinent to the deYe10pment of less 
oppressi,'e health care systems. \Vhile po,ver is central to the debate and its int1uence 
often visible to even rudimentary investigations, its movement and the difficulty of 
altering structures to proyide more egalitarian care, is less simple, 
A further, complex, theme that spans a number of levels. surrounds community 
approaches to HIYAIDS and healing. Specifically, it was felt by a number of the 
inten:iewees, as well as rv1r A and myselL that connecting 'with already existing 
organizations and groups could haye been invaluable. One inten-iewee discussed the 
possibility of joining up with groups that ah'eady' ran. or met on a regular basis. As 
indicated earlier, such a policy is used widely and successfully by Hope World-Wide 
(:2004). At least three adyantages might be gained from tIllS practice: the multiple 
logistical difficulties that we had may haye been aYertecL as the group \yould already 
haye a regular time, meeting place and members. Secondly. the group may already 
haye some leyel of credibility within the community, having gained awareness or 
eyen approyal from significant others. Finally. a group, haying been started from, and 
by. those in the community, would haye better accepted its development and success 
as their responsibility. 
Two specific discussion points may be raised by the comments abu\-e. Most obyiously 
that groups are, in the words of one intenievwe, 'yery cli±Ticult to start'. Indeed, a 
further axiom, at least from the experience of this project. is that they are diiTicult to 










orgamsatlons thus effecti-.-ely by-passing the multiple logistical hurdles that are 
inherent in forming a group. There may, ho\veyer, be other difficulties that arise, in 
patticular finding appropriate groups with which to partner. Again, the principle of 
connecting with appropriate organisations appears, przma facif', useful and yet a more 
critical. eyen cynical underst[U1ding might infer it 'would merely create additional 
complications. 
A second important discussion point surrounds the issue of power in this project and 
the response of the community itself to HIV AIDS. Thus, as discussed in earlier 
sections, the aim of this project was to facilitate empo\wrment As Senano-Garcia 
(1990, in Long. 1999) suggests, this implies 'a process in 'which people gain control 
oyer their own liYes in the context of pat,ticipating \vith others to change their social 
and political realities' (p.16'l. Importantly, howeyer. (1992') explains that anv 
empowerment programme which aims to giye power to a patticuhu group IS 
inherently disempo-.... wring because it does not allow people to take up power 
themse1yes. Clearly then, any project that hopes to be successful. must take 
cognisance of community responses to the re1eYfu'1t issues. Indeed, Rappapolt (1981, 
in Long. 1999), suggests that an approach to empowerment should take care to yalue 
the existing resources and skills of a particular group, contending that the existence or 
at least potential of these, is present and can be yaluably harnessed. 
A brief discussion should logically follow, on the role of psychology in this field. If 
power is to be taken and not giYeIL then ho ..... y can psychology assist or inte!Tene': 
Louw and Edwards (1997) indicate that community psychology, as an extensi"ve 
though not ..... yell defined area, hopes to address the fc,l1owing, yiz: the identification of 
the needs [md problems of depriyed communities: adaptation of existing techniques, 
methods and principles to dint-rent cultural groups: deYe10pmem of new and 
appropriate strategies of imerYentioIl. 
The discussion has, it is hoped, gone some way to indicating that the aboye goals are 
seamed with complex val'iables that make the practice of implementing such 
object1-ws particularly ditTicult. In particular, deyeloping appropriate strategies of 











The difficulty of creating, and indeed implementing, strmeg:ies that are usefuL 
applicable and credible vYithin local and social stmcmres, is an intricate and ·weighty 
task. \Vhile psychology as 3. profession can be uSeful in the areas discussed above, it 
is suggested that increased emphasis should be put on integration of and collaboration 
bern-een professions. Thus, community psychology must if it is to be successful in its 
lofty aspirations, dra"Y on the knowledge and expertise of other vocations [md 
domains. 
Anthropology, as an example, could assist in this regard. Helman (2000), explains, 
'anthropology will inyo1ye a global perspectiYe - a holistic view of the complex 
interactions bern-een cultures, economic systems, political organisations [md ecology 
of the planet itself.' As an exemplar, the same author goes on to detail hm\- an 
anthropological ethnographic study could proyide material regarding multiple areas, 
of which those pel1inent to this study might include understanding the effect of AIDS 
on sociaL economic and cultural life of a community. Assessing hm.\' beliefs and 
behayiours within that community change (or do not change) to meet that threat. 
Exploring ,,-.-hether suHerers tl-om it can mobilise social support or find themselyes 
stigmatisecl and rejected. Further iw:estigating whether changes occur in the v;ay that 
ditTerent genders and generations relate to each other and finally understanding the 
strategies of preYention and self care used by the community (Helman, 2000). 
All fiYe points of concem, had they been inyestigated in the l\,Iasiphumelele locale 
may haye aided the project under discussion. Such information. particulm-ly when 
outlined against the difficulties experienced, may be regarded not only as helpful but 
essential in allowing community programmes to best understand the ew:ironments in 
which they moe working. Even with such scmlt expmlsion on the subject. it becomes 
clem- that reciprocity between professions is crucial. Indeed. more specifically for this 
project, affiliation ·with other interested and knowledgeable groupings would have 
been pm-ticularly valuable. While Heimmi (2000) used anthropological or 
ethnographic studies as mI example, a number of other professions. including 
sociology mId psychiatry may also haye contributed to the success of our project. 
The objectiYes of community psychology are grand and, based on the difficulties 











multiple problems encountered by this relati\'ely modest project perhaps go some way 
to characterising the many levels at 'which pmver, oppression and disadyantage can 
manifest themselyes. If community psychology is to prcn.ide any kind of amelioration 
to the multitude of difficulties facing this country, it must "york in conjunction with 
other professions. \Vhile this holistic lli'1d integrated process in itself ,,';ould be laden 
\yith historical and political issues this is not to say that it should not be a goal worth 
striying for. Particularly giyen the magnitude of the goal, it seems appropriate to have 











C1 hapter 6 
C:onclusions and Recommendations 
'The triumph of Hope oyer experience' 
6.1 Introduction 
This project. based broadly on the principles of PAR. and inc01vorating the general 
ethos of critical psychology. which examines power and politics, sought to im:estigate 
some of the difficulties and challenges involved in forming an HI\" AIDS support 
group for men. In that endeavour. the design of the study inc011Jorated an attempt to 
start an HI\" AIDS support group for men. In addition, three men. \ovho had significant 
practical experience in the field of HIV AIDS SUpp011 groups, were inten'iev,-ecl on 
the dif±iculties invohecl in the area, providing a triangulated understanding of the 
subject matter. \Vhile the actual inten-ention or group was not sustained, it generated 
useful material that 'was subsequently analysed and discussed in conjunction vvith the 
intelTiewees u~oughts and opinions. Discussion, centred on the dynamics of pO\ver 
and politics i!ll:oh:ed in the many layers of HI\' AIDS suppOli groups for men. This 
final chapter. thus, will provide some conclusions to the thesis and its discussion. In 
particular it will outline three recommendations tor community intel':entl0ns that may 
\-vish to attempt a similar endeavour. Finally, it will give some concluding ret1ections, 
focusing specifically on the importance and di±Ticulties of engaging in the area of 
masculinity and HIV AIDS. 
Hindsight, as the preyious chapters suggest. prO'vides a chance to ret1ect and as such 
allow tor a \>;onderfullearning 0pPoliunity, The experience and project, then, in the 
spirit of qualitative and action research would not be complete without emphasising 
the possibility of change and, as alluded to in earlier chapters, working to\.\'ards the 
creation of a preterred reality (Guba & Lincoln, 1994 in Prilleltensky & Nelson, 










limited success, will make recommendations for similar, tlJture community projects. 
The recommendations are categorised under re±1ection, preparation and a\yareness of 
power. 
6.2 Reflection 
Ret1ection is critical if a project is to be effecti..-e in meeting its goals. Ret1ection, it 
should be stressed, 011 both successes and failures. In addition, 'while ret1ection on the 
project's process is impoliant, reflection on personal motivations and assumptions are 
also crucial. Understanding ones own expectations and hopes for a project and their 
necessm,; influence on the intelTention itself can only be beneficial in providing 
insight arId consequently, more realistic goals. 
The same could be said of assumptions (for exmnple \\"ith reference to culture, the 
int1uence of po,"erty and Hf\.cAIDS), which moe significant in int1uencing the nature 
of the intervention. 
6.3 Preparation 
Any project that does not carefilliv assess the needs of the incl1','iduals and 
communities it hopes to serve cannot realistically hope to succeed in any sustainable 
fonn. Discussion with relevant panners in the community is essential to competently 
gauge requirements or needs of the project. Indeed, true empowennent is taken rather 
th311 gIven (Rappaport 1992). Consequently, though perhaps idealistically, 
communities \yould approach psychologists. Perhaps a more realistic model allows 
for the constant inYoh"ement, discussion and engagement \\"ith multiple pill1ners at a 
community leyel. It is imperative that indiyiduals feel O\Y11ership of the inteI':ention. 
Fm1heL ;:md with the benefit of hindsight. choosing appropriate gatekeepers or other 
int1uential members of the project is critical. \Vithout their supp011 illld interest it is 
unlikely that any project will succeed. Associating with the \\Tong person, or one 
without the support of the community, or with whom a poor relationship is fostered, 
creates signific311t obstacles. Clearly these are optimistic. perhaps lofty ideals as it is 











persons are most int1uentiaL trustvvorthy and mterested. Konetheless. they must be 
identified, contacted and engaged with before inten'ention can usefully begin. 
The Hope \Vorld- \Vide model. that proposes engaging with and training members of 
existing groups, is a particularly apposite and efficient approach, when put into 
practice thoughtfully. Its principles coyer the majority of the abo\'e recommendations 
and make specific effort to adapt the intelyentioll according to the needs of the 
community and existing efforts. Awareness of ,-,;hat is already being done in the 
community is critical and can preyent superfluous or ~wasted endeayours, while also 
prew!1ting the repetition of similar failures in earlier projects. 
Finally. haying completed a needs assessment of the community or orgamSatl01L it 
seems prudent to determine the goals of the project. Though there may initially be an 
oYelwhelming need or seemingly enonnous expectation, realistic goals are the only 
attainable ones. Such goals must take into account personal and organisational 
motiyations. In patticular the need to produce research is atl indisputable issue. and 
one that must be accounted for vvhen discussing objectiyes v;ith community members. 
6.4 A~ wareness of po\ver 
That pO'.,wr plays a role in multiple at'eas is incontestable. \Vith such po\wr comes, of 
necessity. oppression. It is critical that ml awm"eness of the ini1uence of such 
dynamics me acknowledged and acted upon. The characteristics of the architects of 
the project in this regard, are especially importatlt. Less obious factors, in this case 
gender. culture. stigma and poverty, me, for their subtle elusiyeness and often 
complex ini1uence, no less dominatlt. Though it may be beyond the scope of smaller 
projecTs to change such pervasive attitudes (e.g. STigma mound HI\" AIDS), it 
nonetheless IS incumbent upon those ltlYolved to take into account its effect on the 
intelTentioll. 
Finally, for those interested ltl the specific recommendations reg-arding the 
combination of masculinity atld HIV AIDS in this project, it should be noted that such 











interaction, it 1S clear from the pages that haye gone before that there are no easy 
answers or suggestions that would helpfully or succinctly encapsulate their uneasy 
alliance. Perhaps n7l;O suggestions might be giyen. F ns1, em a\",-areness of their 
interaction, both at a theoretical and practical leveL must be achie\-ed. \Vhile this is a 
conyoluted, complex matter, it is cunently being attempted by numerous authors (e.g. 
Long, 1999: van Ylaenderen & Neves, 2004) some of v.,-}lOm haye been mentioned 
and referenced). Their etTcn1s aHo\'.- for a better understanding of the significant 
influence this combination is haying, most pertinently on South Africa and its efforts 
to explain and contain the HIYAIDS pandemic. 
Secondly. perseyerance and hope are required. Liberation, and with it healing, is 
possible and change for the better is plausible eyen when faced with multiple, 
subversiye and complex obstacles. I do not want to be unrealistically hopeful. If 
anything this experience has shO"wn that things do go wrong, that optimism and 
audacious enthusiasm do not always ,yin over. But I do belieye that, \\-ith 
understanding, awareness, reflection, perseverance and time things can change. 




























Look at personal motiyations and assumptions 
Assess needs (of project of individuals, of com.t1lUnity) carefully. Must be done in 
consultation 'with community 
\Vork closely \yith multiple partners in the community. 
Choose gatekeepers and partners carefully 
Preparation period should be comprehensiye (folkrwing the assessment of needs) 
Be a'ware of and use \vhate,"er community-based imelTentioIlS are in place 
Use the Hope World Wide model where possible - join already existing groups 
(chose models that fit 'with the community) 
Choose carefully 'what the goals are for the project - make them realistic (e.g. 
can-t change stigma against HIYAIDS:; 
Awareness of the Role of power (and, of necessity, oppression) 
Look closely at researchers role and int1uence on the group and project (ties in 
closely 'with ret1ection) 
Gender, stigma, poyerry_ culture and ideology are all Yery influential - be aware 
of how in specific contexts . 












6.6 C;oncluding reflections 
There are many difficulties associated 'with forming HI'\,' }UDS support groups for 
men. Within a South AfriczUl context, issues of stigma, resources. gender. politics, 
needs and poverty all play significant roles. As has been demonstrated. the dynamic 
of povwr is particularly useful in examining and understanding ho\v these many 
elements int1uence and interact with each other, often to the detennent of a group's 
sustainability. Larger socio-political issues are also of some consequence m 
deTennining the construct of masculinity and the abiliTY or willingness of men to 
engage \-vith the discourse of HI ViA IDS. 
It seems eyident that there are few easy solutions to the numerous challenges posed by 
this thesis. Wllile the author rna\" have provided some suggestions or 
recommendations to preyent or reduce potential difficulties, it is ulllikeh- that future 
interyentions 'will succeed without careful and considered understandings of the many 
dynamics invoI-ved. Perhaps, principally, the importance of including communities in 
intelTentions and assessing their capacity to engage \\-ith issues is crucial. -:V1asculinity 
and HIV AlDS combined, produce complex and layered obstacles. and it requires 
inten-emion at many levels for the long-tenn success of a support group. The 
importance of addressing these challenges and tensions, hO\\"eyer, is critical. and the 
magnitude of the goal should not deter researchers and practitioners from engaging 
with the issues presented. 
Clearly, there were a number of limitations in this study. ivlethodologically, the 
combination of practically inten-ening in a communit::,; 'while also gaming research 
'data' proved challenging. Future attempts might well be cautioned against 
broadening their research ainls unnecessarily. 'which complicates considerably the 
written project. Fm1her and more specifically, it 'would have been useful to inteITiew 
the men inyot>:ed in the groups themselYes, \yho could have provided useful insights 
into their experiences. Finally, engaging in a thorough and considered assessment of 
the community and its needs might well have provided the most useful data for a 
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Semi-structured Interview Schedule 
Interviewees were chosen based on there experience and involvement with HIV / AIDS 
male support groups. The themes and questions listed below reflect the broad areas 
that the author hoped to address during the interviews. The questions were not 
necessarily asked in this order and the emphasis was to gain insight into the 
interviewee's own experiences, thoughts and opinions. Consequently, the schedule 
and interviews were flexible and adjusted according to what the interviewer felt was 
appropriate to each interviewee and associated situation. 
1. Your experience of male support groups. 
2. The aims and goals of the group you were involved in. 
3. Factors involved in starting a male HIV/ AIDS group. 
4. Why are there so few HIV / AIDS male support groups'? 
5. The problems involved in starting male support groups. 
6. Are male support groups helpful, or necessary? 
7. The role of poverty and stigma in fom1ing groups. 
8. The difficulty of sustaining groups. 
9. The problem of finding numbers. 
10. Specific issues facing South African support groups. 
11. Why don't men attend? 
12. Practical solutions to these difficulties. 
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